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ACCEPT THE TRUTH WHEREVER FOUND. DO RIGHT FOR THE SAKE OF RIGHT
V olum e Collegeville, P a.3 T hursday , Septem ber 3, 1896. "Whole 1ST um ber : 1106
T  W . R O Y E R , M. I>.,
Practising Physician,
TBAPPE, Pa. Office at his residence, nearly 
opposite Masonic Hall.
j^g- ï .  W E B E R , JI. 1».,
Practising Physician,
EVANSBURG, Pa. Office Hoars : Until 
a. m.; 7 to 9 p. m.
j g  A . K R U S E N , M. D .,
H om eopathic Physician
o o l l e g e v i l l e , r i. Office Hours : Until 
to 8 p, m.
O  B . H O R N IN G , D .,
Practising Physician,
EVANSBURO-, Pa. Telephone in office.
Office Hours until 9 a. m.
r j R .  B . F . P L A C E ,
D entist,
811 DxKALB ST., NORRISTOWN, PA.
Rooms 6 and 7,2nd Floor. Full sets of teeth, 
$5 to $10. Teeth extracted by new process or gas.
Q h e t ip e s t  D e n tis t  in  N o rris to w n
N. S. Boraeman, D. D. S.,
209 Swjsdb Street , (1st house
below Main Street, NORRISTOWN, PA. 
(Formerly of Boyertown.)
The only place where Pare Nitrous Oxide 
(Laughing Gas) Is made a specialty for the' 
painless extraction of teeth. Beautiful Artificial 
Teeth Inserted. All kinds of fillings neatly 
done by an expert operator. English and: Gen 
man spoken.
J ^ R .  F R A N K  B R A N D R E T H , 
(Successor to Dr. Chas, Ryckman.)
DENTIST,
ROYERSFORD, PA. Practical Dentistry a t 
honest prices.
G . H O B SO N ,
A tto rney -a t- Law ,
NORRISTOWN a n d  COLLEGEVILLE,
All legal business attended to promptly. First- 
class Stock -Fire Insurance Companies repre­
sented. At home, Collegeville, every evening,
j g D W A R D  E . LO N G ,
A tto rn ey -a t- L aw ,
and Notary Public. Settlement of Estates 
Specialty.
Office : Oomer Swede and Airy Streets, 
opp. Court House. Residence : North Corner 
Marshall & Stanbridge Streets, NORRIS­
TOWN, PA.
jy j- A Y N E  R . L O N G S T R E T H ,
A tto rn ey -a t- Law,
hand Title and Trust Company Building, 
and 610 Chestnut Street, Phila., Pa. 
Room 23.
J J A R V E Y  L .  S H O M O ,
A ttorney a t  Law,
ROYERSFORD, PA. AH business entrusted 
to my care promptly attended to.
43- Patents and pensions. 4-11
JOHN T. WAGNER.
W A G N E R  A
-I— I. O. WILLIAMS.
W IL L IA M S ,
Attorneys and Counsellors a t Law,
8 E. AIRY STREET, NORRISTOWN, PA.
Conveyancing and Real Estate. Properties 
bought, sold, and exchanged. Rents collected. 
Money to lend on good security. All legal busi­
ness attended to with promptness and accuracy, 
Mr. Wagner can be seen evenings a t Iron- 
bridge ; Mr. Williams a t Port Providence. 
Philadelphia Office, 420 W alnut St., Room 36. 
Consultations in English or G-erman. 4-16
J  M. ZIM M E R M A N ,
Justice  of th e  P eace ,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA. Legal Papers, Bonds, 
Deeds, Ac., executed and acknowledgements 
taken. Conveyancing and Real Estate busi­
ness generally attended to. The clerking of 
sales a  specialty.
J O H N  S. H U N S IC K E K ,
Justice  of th e  P eace ,
RAHN STATION, PA. Conveyancer and 
General Business Agent. Clerking of sales a t  
tended to. Charges reasonable.
Ed w a r d  d a v i d ,P a in t e r  a n d
P ap e r-H an g e r,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA. 43“ Samples of paper 
always on hand.
B . W IS H E R ,
Practical S la ter,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA. Always on hand 
ro 8late, slate flagging and roofing felt. 
All orders promptly attended to. Also on 
hand a lot of greystone flagging.
J  P . B O O N S ,
Practical S la ter.
PA. Dealer in every qual- 
* 00 L̂n£’ and OrnamentalMates. Send for estimates and prices.
J ^ A N I E E  S H U L E R ,
C ontrac to r and  Builder,
^kA PPE, PA. Contracts for the construction 
all kinds of buildings executed. Estimates 
cheerfully tarnished. 23ma.
A J . T R U C K S E S S ,•  —TEACHER OF—
VOCAL and INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC,
PROVIDENCE SQUARE, PA. Organs tuned 
and repaired. 14aply
W . W A L T E R S ,
JL.' •
C o n trac to r an d  Builder,
TRAPPE, PA.
Contracts for all kinds of buildings executed, 
E8timates cheerfully furnished. 9jan.
D A N S E N G E R S
And B aggage
Conveyed to and from Collegeville Station. 
Charges reasonable.
HENRY YOST, Collegeville, Pa.
J O H N  H . C A S S E L B E R R Y ,
Surveyor & C onveyancer.
All kinds of legal papers drawn.
^ 8  °* sales a specialty. Charges 





SU N D A Y  P A P E R S .Different Philadelphia papers delivered 
to those wishing to purchase in Collegeville and
Trappe every Sunday mominir, 
HENRY YOST. New*, s Agent,
Collegeville, Pa.
w . J . T H O M P S O N ,
PROPRIETOR OF
Collegeville Meat Store !
Beef, Veal, Mutton, Pork: 
always on hand. and Dried Meats
Patrons serv^u from wagon every Tuesday, 
Thursday and Saturday. yflno.
J O H N  M. L A T S H A W ,
—TEACHER OF— v
VOCAL AND INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC,
TRAPPE, PA.
Also Practical Organ Tuner, having had an 
experience of 20 years. 29au.
L IT E R A R Y .
CONDUCTED BT
F R A N C E S  G . M O S E R .
Mrs. Lew Wallace contributes to 
the current Cosmopolitan an enter­
taining paper on William Wetmore 
Story, the American sculptor, in 
his Italian home.
** *
Edward W. Bok 'editorially dis­
cusses advertisements as “A Potent 
Literary Factor” in the September 
Ladies' Home Journal. He main­
tains that the advertisements of to­
day are made so attractive that a 
magazine would lose much of its 
charm, beside a great part of its 
value and interest, were they to be 
omitted.
$* *
The Shetland Islands are the 
scene of a new novelette, entitled 
“Prisoners of Conscisnce,” by Mrs. 
Amelia E. Barr, the first part of 
which appears in the September 
Century. The characters in the 
story are fisher-folk, brought up in 
the most rigid tenets of Calvinism, 
and they are hedged about with the 
“phantoms of a gloomy creed.” 
Mr. Louis Loeb, the artist who 
furnishes the illustrations, was sent 
to the Shetland Islands to make 
the drawings from life.
Sc* *
Stephen Fiske presents a most in­
teresting pen picture of Dickens, 
his family and of “Gad’s Hill,” 
where be was a frequent welcome 
guest, in the September Ladies' 
Home Journal. Of Dickens’ method 
of work Mr. Fiske says : “During 
my visits Dickens was not at work 
upon a novel, but he shut himself 
in Fechter’s chalet from 11 a. m. to 
3 p. m. almost every day. This was 
another part of his methodical sys­
tem. If he felt in the mood he 
would write an ‘Uncommercial 
Traveler’ article ; if not, he would 
answer letters, read ‘All the Year 
Ronnd’ proofs, jot down ideas, fill 
up the time with some sort of 
literary labor. This, he told me, 
was his self-discipline. The one 
room in the chalet was sparsely 
furnished, and had windows on all 
sides commanding quiet, pleasant 
views of fields and plantations. He 
seldom talked of his books, hut one 
rainy day he showed me the bound 
manuscript of one of them, and 
told me his method of planning a 
story. Having selected a subject 
he would write down the name of 
the hero and surround it with 
queries : “Shall he be rich ? Parents 
or guardians ? Defrauded of his 
property ? An early love ?” and so 
on with the other characters as they 
occurred to him. He always used 
blue ink, and so did Yates and 
Halliday, and the other writers of 
what was then ‘the Dickens school.’ 




Mrs. Tennyson wrote two hymns 
that were regarded by Professor Pal- 
grave as good enough to reprint in 
his “Treasury of Sacred Song.” 
Poet Theodore Watts-Dutton con­
tributes a touching eulogy npon her 
to the London Athenaeum, in which 
he quotes Tennyson as proudly 
declaring that his wife had “a real 
insight into poetical effects.” Her 
diary, upon which her son is draw­
ing for certain biographical portions 
of his book upon the poet, will show 
how keen and how persistent was 
her interest in the poetry of her 
husband ; it will also show bow 
thorough was her insight into its 
principles. Many a student of the 
Idylls of the King” has been 
struck by a certain difference in the 
style between “The Coming of 
Arthur” and “The Passing of Ar­
thur” and the other idylls. Indeed, 
more than once this difference has 
been cited as showing Tennyson’s 
nability to fuse the different por­
tions of a long poem. This fact 
had not escaped the eye of the lov­
ing wife and critic, and two days 
days before her death she said to 
her son : “He said ‘The Coming of 
Arthur’ and the Passing of Arthur’ 
are purposely simpler in style than 
the other idylls as dealing with the 
awfulness of birth and death,” and 
wished this remark of the poet’s to 
be put on record in the book. Of 
Lady Emily, Tennyson once sang : 
Dear, near and true—no truer Time liimsi
Can prove you, tho’ he makes you evermore 
Dearer and nearer, as the rapid of life 
Shoots to the fall—take this and pray that he 
Who wrote it, honoring your sweet faith in 
him
May trust him self;—and after praise and 
scorn,
As one who feels the immeasurable world, 
Attain the wise indifference of the wise ;
And after autumn past—if left to pass 
His autumn Into seeming leafless days— 
Draw toward the long frost and longest 
night, _ 1
Wearing his wisdom lightly, like the fruit 
Which In oiir winter woodlands looks a 
flower.
** *
George Meredith pays a notable 
tribute to Mrs. Meynell, Coventry 
Patmore’s candidate for the poet 
laureate, in the National Review. 
Says he : “Through all Mrs. Mey- 
nell’s writings there is an avoidance 
of superlatives. Rarely does she 
indulge in an interjection. One 
may gather that she would disrelish 
the title bestowed by enraptured 
reviewers on exceptionally brilliant 
gifts ; and it is battered enough. 
The power she has, and the charm 
it is clothed in shall, then, be classed 
as distinction—the quality. Matthew 
Arnold anxiously scanned the flats 
of earth to discover. I t will serve 
as well as the more splendidly 
flashing and commoner term to 
specify her claim upon public atten­
tion. She has this distinction : the 
seizur of her theme, a fine dialectic 
a pliable step, the feminine of 
strong good sense—equal, only 
sweeter—and reflectiveness, humane 
ness, fervency of spirit. I can 
fancy Matthew Arnold, lighting on 
such essays as‘The Point of Honor, 
A Point in Biography,’ ‘Symmetry 
and Incident,’ and others that ] 
have named, saying, with refresh 
ment, “She can write 1” I t does not 
seem to me too bold to imagine 
Carlyle listening, without the weari 
ful gesture, to his wife’s reading of 
the same, hearing them to the end 
and giving his comment: ‘That 
women thinks 1’ A woman who 
thinks and who can write, who does 
not disdain the school of journalism 
and who brings novely and poetic 
beauty, the devout hut open mind 
to her practice of it, bears promise 
that she will some day rank as one 
of the great English women of let 
ters, at present counting humbly by 
computation beside their glorious 
French sisters in the art.”
Mr. Bromer’s Rejoinder.
F r ie n d  M o se r  :— If you have no 
objection I would like to answer as 
long as you criticise my reply, but 
whenever you want me to stop writ­
ing let me know, and I will do so.
You say in your reply, that “the 
government during and after the 
war clearly and practically recog­
nized the gold standard.” Can yon 
produce, or refer to any bond of the 
United States payable in gold coin ? 
Why did 9ongress and Senate of 
the United States not permit Secre­
tary Carlisle and President Cleve­
land to issue any gold bonds, al­
though some millions could have 
been saved in premiums ?
You describe in a very poetical 
way how a change came over Mr. 
Bromer. Yes, and it also came to 
pass that some great and radical 
change took place in the politics of 
friend Moser. Now as intelligent 
men sometimes change their opin­
ion (but a mule never does,) it is 
greatly to the credit of friend 
Moser and Mr. Bromer that such 
changes took place, especially dur­
ing a campaign where all the argu­
ments appeal to the lowest motives 
of self-interest, and where it is most 
refreshing to find two men who con­
sider the welfare of the masses, 
even at the risk of great personal 
loss.
Now for my preposterous propos­
itions. My explanation of the defin­
ition of bimetallism had nothing to 
do with the silver claim, bat let us 
begin with 1873. At that time sil­
ver was worth a little more than 
gold, compared with the ratio of 16 
to 1. If the population, and all the 
available silver of all silver using 
countries, is compared with now, 
(that is population and all available 
silver,) it is found that there is less 
silver now than at that time. There­
fore the claim of the gold trust, 
that there is too great a supply, (an 
over production,) is merely an in­
vention of that noble organization. 
The silverites know all about the 
law of supply and demand, and 
about government not creating 
value. Indeed they know a little 
more than that. They also know 
that if silver would be restored by 
all the countries that have demone­
tized it since 1873, it would take its 
place at 16 to 1 without any diffi- 
eulty at all. Now if in that case 
there would be no gain and no ad­
vantage to the masses of the people, 
could you tell me why the goldites 
are so opposed to that ? Ever since 
gold and silver has been made legal 
money governments have estab­
lished the ratio, that is its respective 
value. There is no intrinsic value 
in either gold or silver, for intrinsic 
value is inherent in the thing itself, 
and therefore cannot change. Now’ 
would any sane, educated man un­
dertake to give the value (that is 
its price,) of either gold or silver 
if they would not be used as money? 
If silver is to be discarded as money 
altogether, it will not even be used 
in the arts anymore ; perhaps it will 
take the place of tin and we will 
have silver roofs over our heads.
The gold trust is interested in the 
demonetization of silver, the same 
as the Standard Oil Co. is interested 
in killing off individual operators 
in coal oil. Why do we not go be­
low the 16 to 1 ? Because that has 
been the lowest point silver had 
ever reached in any legislation regu­
lating the ratio in all the history of 
the world. France carries her silver 
at 15  ̂to I to-day yet, and I believe 
France is just now more interested 
in not raising children enough, as it 
is about the bugaboo of cheap silver. 
In your former article you said that 
it cost the.government $700,000,000 
in premiums during the war, and all 
of that had to come out of the 
pockets of the people.
I will help you to get the correct 
figures. The national debt was 
$2,827,000,000. We paid up to 1895 
interest, $2,635,000,000. At the 
proper gold value we owe balance 
of $1,237,500,000. Although we have 
paid in interest, and on account of 
debt, in the course of 30 years, 
over $4,000,000,000 ; the balance 
which we owe to-day yet, $1,237,- 
500,000, would buy as much and a 
little more of all such things as the 
government bought at that time, for 
all the bonds issued. Nominally 
we paid off four billions of dollars ; 
practically we paid nothing. Any­
one who doubts the correctness of 
this statement, let him read “The 
Bond and the Dollar” by John 
Clark Pridpath, LL. D. He is no 
hayseed, no anarchist, and no re- 
pudiator. Now as I with my vote 
have helped to make that history 
and have personally gained by it.
I feel it my duty to help correct it, 
if such a thing is possible. I t  is 
certainly the most appalling state­
ment of the fact, that after a nation 
has paid four thousand millions of 
principal and interest daring a 
period of 30 years, the holders of 
the debt find their balance worth as 
much as in the beginning. You re­
fer to the law of supply and demand 
nearly every week, as if that would 
settle the whole matter. If you are 
a student of political economy, you 
should know that all demand for 
anything rests and depends on 
human desire.
Although the supply of hoop- 
skirts may be very limited, there is 
no demand for any, and the price 
would be very low. Now fashion, 
as well as legislation, can make and 
unmake any demand in some things, 
especially in the use of any medium 
of exchange, and therefore we claim 
that legislation, influenced by the 
gold trust, has been, unfriendly to 
silver. Friend Moser, the silverites 
are not all idiots, neither are they 
less honest than the rest of man­
kind. Your friend,
A l b e r t  B r o m e r .
bimetallism has something to do 
with the claim made by silverites 
Your bimetallism recognizes, must
recognize, both gold and silver
The next to the last paragraph of 
Mr. Bromer’s article affords all the 
reply needed to his criticism (in the 
second paragraph above) of our 
statement : “The government dur­
ing and after the war clearly and 
practically recognized the gold 
standard.” If we are not seriously 
mistaken the bondholders under­
stood the value of a gold dollar 
during and after the w ar; the 
value of it was practically recog- 
niged everywhere throughont the 
United States. The whole force of 
the paragraph is a potent argument 
against fiat money. If  it is not 
there is no force in it, and it will 
admit of no discussion. Mr. Bromer 
sees the point clearly enough for 
does he not want to make amends 
now for what was done—in a financial 
sense—“during and after the war.” 
And does be not propose to cure the 
disease (if there be any financial 
disease now) by inaugurating an­
other era of inflated values and 
depreciated moneys to restore a 
happy monetary equilibrium ? We 
can’t take any of that medicine.
Why a recent Congress did thus 
and so, we can’t tell further than to 
say that in the instance cited Con­
gress had not enough good sense to 
act upon correct advice.
The opinions of the editor of this 
paper in relation to the money ques­
tion have undergone no material 
change up to this time. We have 
never been able to see how the mere 
multiplication of dollars can virtu 
ally increase the product of labor or 
increase the purchasing power of a 
dollar. The present volume of 
money, constituting the medium of 
circulation, is more than sufficient: 
the real difficulty (if there actually 
be any aside from results due to 
past over-stimulation in many kinds 
of production) is not the need of 
more mintage of cheap dollars, but 
the existence of too much of that 
kind of money now. We have no 
contest to wage against govern­
mental recognition of silver as a 
medium of exchange, but we do 
protest most earnestly and persist­
ently against putting into practice 
a theory of false financiering, a 
a theory which, upon the very face 
of it, essays to make the people of 
a nation prosperous by coining an 
unlimited amount of depreciated 
dollars ; a theory which, if applied 
logically and consistently, would 
lead to the startling ultimatum that 
it is one of the functions of govern­
ment to legislate all people perma­
nently well-to-do by simply stamp­
ing coins or printing greenbacks. 
It may he a captivating theory on
paper ; it may glitter like polished 
brass.
Mr. Bromer, your explanation of
silveris very much involved, you 
see. You are on record as being in 
favor of the bimetallism that per 
tained when a silver dollar was the 
equivalent in value of a gold dollar 
You are furthermore upon record as 
being in favor of a bimetallism that 
would establish a bimetallistic sys 
tern (silver as the standard of value) 
through a process of unlimited sil­
ver coinage with the value of the 
white metal at about only one-half 
what it was under your bimetallism 
number one. It remains for you to 
square yourself with Mr. Bromer 
To do this you begin with 1873 
“If the population and all the avail 
able silver of all silver using 
countries in 1873 is compared with 
now * * * there is less silver now 
than at that time.” Let us see, 
So far as this country is concerned 
since 1878 there has been coined 
425,000,000 silver dollars, or more 
than fifty times the amount coined 
in the entire history of the govern 
ment prior to 1878. In 1873 the 
entire amount of silver produced in 
the world was 61,000,000 ounces, 
Last year the product was 165,-
000. 000 ounces. Of the 425,000,000 
legal tender silver dollars minted 
since 1878 (after the awful (?) crime 
of 1873 was committed) the gov­
ernment has not been able to get 
into circulation (because not re­
quired by the demand of trade) 
over $52,000,000 of all this available 
money. According to Mr. Bromer 
then there must have been since 1873 
sufficient increase in population 
(outside of France) to turn France 
“green with envy a most prodig­
ious increase in population, or tons 
upon tons of silver have been 
dropped into the sea or have van­
ished in thin air 1
The aggregate amount and cost 
of silver bullion purchased under 
the act of February 1878 and July 
14, 1890, was: 459,946,701.09' fine 
ounces; cost$464,210,262.96 ; worth 
now $318,338,310.75 ; loss in par- 
chase $145,871,952.21, by reason of 
the natural depreciation in the 
value of silver bullion due to in­
creased production ; the loss is due 
to no other cause whatever. There 
is now in the United States belong­
ing to the government 79,000,000 
silver dollars represented by certifi­
cates, and silver bullion (costing 
$118,000,000) in Treasury notes in 
acutual circulation and maintained 
at par with gold at a ratio of 16 to
1. This silver to-day is worth in 
the markets of the world only 53 
cents per standard (?) dollar “In 
God we Trust”—because the output 
of silver has increased far beyond 
all proportions (previous to 1870 
and up to recently) the output of 
gold bullion. With thousands of 
tons of monetized silver awaiting 
the requirements of trade there as­
suredly seems to be very consider­
able room for a farther and still 
more rapid increase in population. 
Unlimited coinage of more silver 1 
What for ? To inflate prices, force 
gold to a premium (as Mr. Bromer 
has admitted) and introduce another 
era of financial gambling at the ex­
pense of the government ?
Some silverites may know all 
about the law of demand and sup­
ply ; there is evidence also that 
they know something about the 
matter of dealing in hypothetical 
questions. Here is one of them: 
“If silver would be restored by all 
the countries that have demonetized 
it since 1873, it would take its place 
at 16 to 1 without any difficulty at 
all.” With the volume of silver 
money in circulation and in treas­
ury vaults awaiting demand, de­
clared to be legal tender money— 
and thus far maintained as such by 
the government—it is neither fair 
nor just to claim that the United 
States has practically, or even theo­
retically demonetized silver. Now 
how about some other countries ? 
They are not so much interested in 
silver, they don’t mine either silver 
or gold bullion, and they have found 
by experience that it is much easier 
and more practicable to conform to 
the tested standard of other civil­
ized nations. If they would now 
make silver instead of gold the 
standard—then what; no matter 
what 1 The fact is they don’t pro­
pose doing anything of the kind. 
The if involved here is only an if 
and nothing more.
“No intrinsic value In either gold 
or silver” you say, Mr. Bromer. Let 
us not split hairs on this point. 
There is a certain amount of value 
attached to a certain amount of gold 
or silver. No matter how this value 
came to be attached; no matter how 
many hundred of years of human 
experience gained by wrestling with 
physical conditions it has required 
for men to have come to recognize 
that value ; they do recognize it, 
must recognize it, and can’t do any­
thing else under existing circum- 
stances. No if involved here at a ll; 
no room for it, no need of it. Now 
then, Mr. Bromer, let us try and 
make an entirely rational illustra­
tion. You will admit that many 
things are valuable that are perish­
able. Gold and silver are valuable 
but imperishable. You house is 
valuable : you have a sum of valu­
able gold in the house ; the house 
is destroyed ; you search and find 
your gold, the same gold among the 
ruins. You may have a number of 
valuable books—worth more to you 
than the gold,—they are changed to 
ashes ; but there is the gold, all of 
it, unchanged. The unchangeability 
(by artificial processes) of the 
precious metals—made precious by 
human appreciation and desire- 
long ago led men to attach to them 
considerations of value that did not 
and could not apply to nearly all 
other commodities. Term this 
value intrinsic, real, actual, or what 
you please, Mr. Bromer, it is there, 
and will stay there ! It may become 
relatively less or relatively more, 
but there is the value, and there it 
will remain. The conditions of the 
present—the determined results of 
adequate causations due to the 
evolutionary process inexorably in­
volved in societary development— 
have established that value, and it is 
there, Mr. Bromer. These condi­
tions cannot be changed arbitrarily, 
at will, by this government or that 
government, or all governments. 
Yet, Mr. Bromer, if it is within the 
power of a government to create 
value where no value exists, to 
double the actual market value of 
silver bullion, it is within the power 
of the government to double or 
triple or quadruple the actual value 
of any other commodity. Is not 
the absurdity plain ?
Yes, if in the course of cbangin 
material conditions in years t 
come silver metal becomes plentiful 
enough, why to be sure it may 
serve for house-roofing purposes 
and what an everlastingly imper 
vious roof it would make. But 
there is an if involved here.
Yes, Mr. Bromer, we presume the 
supply of hoopskirts may be very 
imited ; demand for the same ditto, 
Years ago when hoopskirts were 
quite fashionable both supply and 
demand were large. Balloon sleeves 
have increased the supply and de­
mand for dress goods of late years 
If the style changes there may be 
less demand for dress goods. Hu 
man desires change, are quite 
capricious in fact, hut human desir 
for money, and sound money, too 
iminisheth not, it cbangeth not 
it is directly related to one of the 
actual necessities of human exist 
ence. I t is woven in the warp and 
woof of civilization.
If in coming time men become so 
etherealized or spiritualized as to 
require neither drink, nor food, nor 
aiment, the general demand or de­
sire for more money may diminish 
ntil it approximates in limit the 
present desire for hoopskirts. But 
here is another if.
No, no, Mr. Bromer, the silverites 
are not all idiots ; many, many of 
them are intelligent, law-abiding 
and in every sense useful members 
of human society, just like yourself, 
for instance. There is neither sense 
nor reason in making an honest 
difference of opinion a personal 
matter ; . that is, in condemning 
your neighor because he does not 
think or believe as you think or be­
lieve.
A QUESTION :
In what general way will the free 
and unlimited coinage of silver at 
the ratio of 16 to 1 serve to perma­
nently better the material condition 
of the people of the United States 
We think this is a fair, pertinent 
question, Mr. Bromer. Give it your 
attention, if you are so disposed.
E. S. M o s e r .
MR. MEEK’S DINNER.
“I wonder, James,” said Mrs. 
Meek doubtfully, to her husband 
one morning, “if you could get 
your own dinner to-night ? You 
see, I ’ve had to let the servant go 
on her holidays for a day or two, 
and they want me desperately at 
the Woman’s Aid and Relief 
Bazaar, to help them with their 
high tea from 4.30 to 8.30. If you 
thought you could manage by your­
self-----”
“I ’ll try to survive it,” observed 
Mr. Meek good-naturedly. I don’t 
fancy it will prove fatal.”
“I ’ll get a roast and cook it this 
morning, then,” went on Mrs. Meek 
cheerfully, “and you can have it 
cold for dinner.”
“Thank you,” replied Mr. Meek, 
“you’ll db nothing of the kind, J 
fancy I haven’t gonq camping 
pretty much every y^ajr of my life 
for nothing. I  suspect I can man­
age a hot dinner about as well as 
most women.”
Mrs. Meek had her doubts, and 
unlike most wives, expressed them.
Mr. Meek viewed his wife’s 
doubts with supreme contempt, and, 
unlike most husbands, expressed it.
Thus it finally resulted that Mrs. 
Meek abandoned all idea of prepar­
ing Mr. Meek’s dinner for him, and 
betook herself to the bazaar. So 
it resulted furthermore, that Mr. 
Meek left his office about four 
o’clock that afternoon, and pro­
ceeded to collect, on his way home, 
the necessary supplies for a dainty 
little dinner.
An alluring display of chicken 
was the first thing to catch his eye 
and he was just on the point of se­
curing one Qf them, when, by good 
luck, or more probably through the 
natural sagacity of the man, he 
recollected that—well, that as 
rule you don’t cook chickens as 
they are. In the momentary reac­
tion that followed this feat 
memory, he bought a couple 
mutton chops and three, tomatoes.
“I ’ll have a good, plain, old 
fashioned English dinner,” thought 
he* as he hurried past the deceitful 
chickens with something almost 
akin to reproach. “None of your 
finiky, poultry dinners for me I”
“By Jove I” he exclaimed a mo­
ment later, “I ’ll have an apple pud 
ding and some oyster soup to begin 
on.”
He was so tickled with this idea 
that he promptly rush'ed into 
grocery shop and purchased half 
peck of their best eating apples and 
then harried home without 
thought of the cab he was to order 
for his wife at 8.30 sharp.
By five o’clock he had the fire 
going beautifully, and everything 
ready for a start.
By six o’clock he was just begin 
niug to enjoy' the thing ; the 
tomatoes were stewing devinely ; the 
potatoes were boiling to their 
heart’s content; and the milk for 
the oyster soup was simmering con 
tentedly on the back of the stove, 
The oysters, by the by, had not yet 
arrived.
“Dear me,” thought the ambitious 
gentleman, “I wish I had thought 
of it in time, and I ’d have had some 
oyster patties for a sort of final 
desert. Hello, what’s this ? By 
thunder, if that everlasting pig­
headed woman hasn’t left me some 
cold ham and a custard pie! By the 
Lord Harry, for two cents I ’d throw 
the whole thing out into the back 
yard I”
The natural docility of bis nature, 
however, prevailed, and he left the 
obnoxious viands unmolested, and 
proceeded with his dinner. At 6.30 
he put the chops on to broil, “as in 
the good old days of yore”—this 
poetic allusion to the style of cook- 
ing occasioned by one of them acci­
dentally dropping into the fire, 
whence he rescued it with great 
presence of mind by the joint as­
sistance of the stove lifter and one 
of the best table napkins. By the 
time the chop was thus rescued both 
it and the table napkin were fairly 
well done—to say nothing stronger. 
This trifling difficulty by putting 
the erring chop on the windowsill 
to cool, and the napkin into the fire 
to do the other thing.
This accomplished, and with one 
chop gently cooking on the gridiron 
and the other one cooling on the 
window sill, he started to construct 
the paste for his apple pudding. 
This proved most fascinating. He 
placed a large quantity of flour in a 
small bowl, emptied a jug of water 
on top of it, adding butter to taste, 
and proceeded to mold it deftly 
into shape, as be had often seen his 
wife do. The flour and the water 
promptly forsook the bowl and be­
took themselves to his hands. Then 
the milk for the soup began to barn, 
just as the potatoes boiled dry. He 
ushed to the rescue and left the 
major portion of the paste fairly 
evenly divided between the handles 
of the. two saucepans and the stove 
lifter. At this juncture the tomatoes 
started in to see if they couldn’t 
surpass the milk in burning. They 
succeeded. The eat, which was ac- 
ustomed to a 6.30 dinner, walked 
off with the chop on the window 
sill, while the chop on the fire grew 
beautifully black on the “down 
side.” So many things were now 
burning all at the same time that 
Mr. Meek gave up all hope of try­
ing to discover just which one was 
burning most. “Let the dashed 
things burn till they’re sick of it.!” 
was the extremely broad-mindiedi 
way in which be summed 9D, the 
situation. With the astuteness that 
characterized him a,s, distinguished 
om his fellow-i#&n, he at once gave 
up all efforts, to track the truant 
paste,.ap(l simply popped his apples 
into the oven to bake.
It was now about 7.30, and the 
fire was getting better than pretty 
much apythiog on earth, unless,
perhaps, it was Mr. Meek. He 
turned all the dampers, opened all 
the doors, and took off all the lids. 
This resulted most satisfactorily, 
the fire began to cool. It didn’t 
stop. I t got, if anything, a little 
low. After that it got very low. 
Then it went out. He rushed for a 
kindling, and nearly took his head 
off on a clothes-line. Just as he 
had got nicely through expressing 
his view on clothes-lines in general, 
and that clothes-line in particular, 
he went about twice as far toward 
taking his bead off on the same 
clothes-line on his way back.
The gentlest qf natures when 
roused are often the most terrible. 
He used up enough kindling, pro­
fanity and coal oil to have ignited 
the pyramids of Egypt. He stamped 
and shoved, and poked and banged, 
and cursed and shook till even tjie 
cat—and it had had its dinner—was 
displeased with him, and departed 
to the outer kitchen to .try the 
oysters, which the dilatory grocer 
had just deposited on the table 
without waiting to parley with Mr. 
Meek. He was a wise grocer and 
had heard enough.
When about five minutes later, 
Mr. Meek discovered that the cat 
had found the oysters to its taste, 
he became even less calm. Had the 
cat been around (but like the grocer, 
it had heard enough, and taken an 
nnobstrusive departure) It is highly 
probable that a considerable major­
ity of the nine lives would have 
come to an abrupt termination.
At this stage to console the un­
fortunate man, the fire began to go 
again. Once started it didn’t stop. 
In about five minutes it had burnt 
up what remained pretty much 
everything except a large pot of 
green tea and a small portion of 
Mr. Meek. Tne chop that the cat 
hadn’t eaten was especially well 
done. It could be quite safely left 
on the window sill with a whole 
legion of cats around it. Mr. Meek, 
however, simply left it in the coal 
bin. In point of either color of 
hardness it would have been diffi­
cult to have found a more fitting 
resting place for it.
Then there came over Mr. Meek’s 
face a terrible expression. He 
brought in a pail (it was the scrub­
bing pail which he had mistaken for 
the soup pail, but no matter) and 
poured the soup carefully into it, 
throwing the pan about five feet 
into the sink, next he scraped the 
potatoes into the same pail, and 
again another pan followed the 
course of the first in getting to the 
sink ; then he poured the tomatoes 
on top of the potatoes, and still a 
third pan got to the sink with un­
usual rapidity. It cannot be 
definitely stated whether or not Mr. 
Meek, in doing this, was actuated 
by the desire to prepare some 
famous hunter’s dish relished in the 
dear old camping days gone by, bat 
certain it is no sooner did he get 
the tomatoes nicely on top of the 
potatoes, than he took the whole 
thing and tossed it, pail and all, 
into the outer lane.
This accomplished he proceeded 
to make a meal off the cold ham 
and some bread and butter—the 
cooking butter of course.
Just as was finished, Mrs. Meek 
eturned. “Why, James,” she cried 
cheerfully, “you never sent the cab 
for me and I waited nearly an 
hour.”
“No,” said her husband calmly, 
I ’ve been terribly busy. Men 
from New York—just got home a 
little while ago. This is a very good 
ham—a shade overdone, tho’, isn’t 
it t”
“Perhaps a shade less wouldn’t 
have hurt it. Let me get you a 
piece of pie ?”
“No, thank you 1 No cold pie for 
me when ther’re hot apples in the 
oven. I ’ll tell you what you might 
do ; you might bring ’em in if you 
are not too tired.”
Mrs. Meek departed on her mis­
sion, in a few moments she reap­
peared, and, without moving a 
uscle, placed the plate of baked 
pples before her lord and master. 
They were about the size of walnuts 
and the color of ebony. Judging 
by the way they rattled on the plate 
they were rather harder than flint.
Mr. Meek rose "with an awful look 
in his eyes.
“I ’m afraid,” observed his wife, 
“they’re like the ham—-just a shade 
overdone-”
“If ever I  catch that cat,” re­
marked Mr. Meek, as that sleek 
feline- purred past him with a play- 
ftal frisk of its tail, “I ’ll break 
every bone in its body,” only he 
described its body with sundry 
adjectives that were very strange to 
the ears of Mrs. Meek. At least, 
so she said when she described the 
occurrence to her bosom friend, 
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COLLEGEVILLE, MONTGOMERY CO., PA.
E. S. MOSER. Editor and Proprietor.
T hursday , Sept. 3 , 1896.
A CONVENTION !
Another political convention was 
held in court room number one of 
the Temple at Norristown, where 
the scales of Justice are balanced, 
Tuesday.
A great many people entertained 
the impression that it was a Demo­
cratic county convention.
It was a Democratic county con­
vention saturated through and 
through with Bryanism.
If the Democracy of Jeiierson, 
of Jackson and of Cleveland is now 
the Democracy of Bryanism, then 
wonderful is the metamorphosis 
that has taken place within a few 
months !
What a bewildering change 1
Not long ago at the State Con­
vention at Allentown, a financial 
plank diametrically in opposition to 
the Bryan article was unanimously 
adopted, and nine-tenths of the 
Democratic brethren of Montgom­
ery county who gave the money 
question any consideration at all 




iously and vociferously endorsed 
the Chicago platform. The Allen­
town deliverance was submerged, 
wiped out of existence for the time 
being ; it was as far from approval 
in court room number one, Tuesday, 
as heaven is from hades. The ap­
pearance of H. U. Brunner, Esq., 
the doughty, irrepressible free- 
silver warrior, wearing the serious 
expression of a Methodist deacon, 
with resolutions in hand, was the 
tbilling inspiration of the hour. 
When he asked for a committee of 
eleven to draft (?) resolutions, and 
Dr. Newberry the gray-haired Demo­
crat of Hatboro arose to interpose 
objections and to question the 
propriety of adopting Mr. Brunner’s 
motion, the Convention came down 
on Dr. Newberry like a cloudburst; 
the fury of the Bryan hurricane and 
deluge quickly demonstrated the 
fact that Dr. Newberry was out of 
his latitude. Mr. Brunner’s motion 
was passed rip-roariously, and what 
was perhaps the product of the 
fertile brain of an ex-chairman was 
endorsed by the Convention with a 
howling hurrah. The resolutions 
are an unequivocal endorsement of 
the Chicago platform. Therefore 
the Democrats of Montgomery in 
Convention met have placed them­
selves upon record as being un­
alterably in favor of free coinage 
of silver at a ratio of 16 to 1.
That’s the centre and circum­
ference of the situation from a 
Bryan-Democratic standpoint in 
Montgomery.
* * * *
An observation for the benefit of 
those most interested : Bryanism 
has extensively rooted itself among 
the rank and file of what has been 
heretofore recognized as the Demo­
cratic party in this county. Unless 
there is a distinct reversion in 
sentiment the party may be stronger 
at the polls in November than it 
has been for the past decade. Dis­
satisfied Republicans and Republi­
cans tinctured with the Bryan 
cordial for national aches and ills 
will more than make up the loss that 
will be sustained by the defection 
due to the action of sound-money 
Democrats. The Democrats, and, 
to a certain extent the Republicans, 
have become infatuated with a 
false godj and while that infatua­
tion is running its course, some­
thing unexpected can easily happen. 
£ # *
The county ticket nominated is 
regarded as rather a strong combin­
ation. Here it is : For Assembly— 
Morris G. Hiltebeitel, Greenlane ; 
John S. Jenkins, Lansdale ; John 
Larzelere, Moreland ; William C. 
Reinhold, Lower Merion ; Geo. W. 
Bush, Norristown. Prothonotary— 
Daniel J. Meagher, of Bridgeport. 
Recorder of Deeds—Jos. B. Yerkes, 
Moreland. Clerk of Courts—Wm. 
H. Davis, Pottstown. Register of 
Wills—Hiram F. Hartzell, Salford. 
County Commissioner—Daniel K. 
Graber, of Pennsburg ; Theodore 
Shriver, East Whitemarsh. Director 
of the Poor—John J. Quay, of 
Norristown. Auditor—Franklin T. 
Beerer, of Norristown, and J. Mc- 
CristH.ll, of Conshohocken. Con­
gressional Conferrees—Abraham H. 
Cam, Whitemarsh ; Montgomery 
Christman, Pottsgrove ; Alexander 
Enocks, Ardmore ; George Heist, 
Cheltenham; J. U. Hendricks, 
Norriton ; Samuel Keightly, More­
land ; Frank S. Mancill, Nor­
ristown ; John D. Rotes, Morgan R. 
Root, Ralph E. Shaner, Pottstown ; 
Henry J. Smith, Pennsburg.
Four ballots were necessary to 
determine the candidates for the 
office of Commissioner. Among 
the other eendidates were : The 
present Commissioner M. G. Erb, 
H. B. Long, of Norristown, D. D. 
Dreslin, of Bridgeport, and Heflry 
Zero, of New Hanover.
T h e  National Sound Money Con­
vention is in session at. Indianapolis. 
The indications poiut to the nom­
ination of Bragg and Buckner as 
the candidates for President and 
.Vice President of the Independent 
Democratic party.
A n election was held in Vermont 
Tuesday. The entire State, con­
gressional and county tickets were 
elected. The Republican majority 
in the State will exceed 36,000— 
7,000 greater than was ever given 
to a Republican candidate for 
Governor.
T h e r e  is nothing so very remark­
able about Senator Quay’s recent 
declaration recalling his personal 
accusation made in the United 
States Senate in January, 1895, 
against David Martin. Senator Quay 
has learned that he was an error in 
making that specific utterance, and 
he has had sufficient manhood to 
make due acknowledgement. That 
Quay did this with a view of mak­
ing a compact of peace with Martin, 
is a consideration not to be seriously 
entertained. Mr. Quay has since 
openly declared himself to be in 
hearty sympathy with the present 
opposition to Martin’s political 
methods in Philadelphia politics.
T h e  leading events in the domain 
of politics within the past were Mr. 
McKinley’s formal letter accepting 
the nomination to the Presidency 
and an address in New York city 
by Ex-President Harrison. Both 
letter and address attracted wide­
spread attention containing as they 
did a full exposition of the present 
attitude of the Republican party. 
Whatever position Mr. McKinley 
has held in the past in relation to 
the money question, he is now fully 
in accord with the sound money 
sentiment of the country. In rela­
tion to the tariff question he is still 
in favor of class legislation, still 
imbued with the conviction that the 
country’s prosperity depends upon 
indirectly taxing the many to in­
directly benefit the few. He is 
right oi) the money question and 
wrong on the tariff question.
WASHINGTON LETTER.
From our Regular Correspondent.
W a shing ton , D. C., August 28, 
1896.—The struggle between the 
gold men and the silver men to 
make capital out of each others 
words and acts is growing more in­
tense and more exciting. Aside 
from McKinley’s letter of accept­
ance, which must later on be com­
pared with that of Bryan, the 
wrestling of the present week may 
be considered a stand off. The 
silverites didn’t get through shout­
ing over Mr. Hanna’s saying that 
the Republican party was not op­
posed to silver, which they declared 
to be a virtual acknowledgement of 
fear, before the goldites were yell­
ing themselves hoarse over Mr. 
Bryan’s appeal for votes regardless 
of the Chicago platform. Candi­
dates and parties have often ignored 
platforms after election, but it was 
somewhat novel for a candidate to 
say before election that the ticket 
could be voted without endorsing 
everything in the platform. It was 
a bit of candor on the part of Mr. 
Bryan, if it wasn’t good politics. 
Among the politicians in Washing­
ton, regardless of party, it is be­
lieved that Mr. Hanna has been 
working up a little scare in the east 
in order to loosen some purse­
strings.
When the Indianapolis gold Demo­
cratic convention was first proposed 
it was supposed by many that it 
would make no nomination, but 
would advise the support of Mc­
Kinley. It is now considered cer­
tain that a nomination will be made, 
and if President Cleveland does 
not object, that Henry Watterson 
will bead the ticket.
At a meeting of the Executive 
Committee of the National Silver 
party, held in Washington this week, 
it was decided that headquarters be 
maintained in Chicago and in Wash­
ington, the west being looked after 
from the former place and the east 
and south from tile latter. Little 
else was made public concerning- the 
committee meeting, but it is known 
that like its working partners, the 
Democratic and Populist commit­
tees, the committee is feeling the 
lack of campaign funds and that its 
members are more or less worried 
about where they are to get the 
money to pay what they consider 
necessary campaign expenses.
President Cleveland played bis 
first trump in the Presidenlial game 
when, lie selected cx - Governor 
Francis to succeed Air. Hoke Smith 
as Secretary of the Interior, and it 
has made the silver men so mad 
that they are talking about the 
advisability of taking the very un­
usual course in the Senate of rejec:- 
ing the nomination of Mr. Francis. 
I t is not probable, however, that 
such a course will be followed, as 
the election will be over before the 
Senate meets. It is admitted by all 
who know the situation in Missouri 
that Mr. Cleveland greatly strength­
ened the gold Democrats in that 
$t#t# by taking Governor Francis 
into the .cabinet, and consequently 
increased McKinley’s chances for 
carrying the State. Although Gov­
ernor Francis denies that he was 
“on the fence,” it is stoutly asserted 
by Missouri Democrats that he 
would have come out for Bryau had 
he not been made Secretary' of the
Interior, i t  is the impression in 
Washington that be will only be 
nominally at the head of the In­
terior department, as his time will 
be fully taken up between now and 
election working up the gold 
democracy in Missouri, and after 
election there will scarcely be time 
left for him to learn the duties of 
the position.
Everybody knows bow difficult it 
is for three families to live together 
in peace in one house, therefore it 
surprised very lew people when it 
leaked out that the relations be­
tween the Democratic, Populist, 
and Silver committees, which are 
trying to do business in the same 
building, had already become con­
siderably strained, although they 
have not all been under one roof a 
week yet. Although these commit­
tees are all working towards the 
same end it was not a wise move to 
put them together. Senator Faulk­
ner, chairman of the Democratic 
Congressional committee, and Vice 
Chairman Stevens, of the silver 
committee, have gone to Chicago 
to talk with Chairman Jones, and it 
is surmised that their trip has some­
thing to do with the failure of the 
committees to get along harmoni­
ously together.
The Civil Service Commission, 
doubtless under orders, has issued 
a circular letter to all government 
employes, citing the law against 
political assessments upon office 
holders and the penalties for its 
violation. It is said that the circu­
lar letter was issued because of the 
reported assessing of Federal 
officials in some of the States.
Bryan and the Farmer,
From tbe Philadelphia Times.
In Mr. Bryan’s carefully pre­
pared speech delivered in New 
York accepting the nomination for 
President, he declared that the free 
coinage of silver would bring tbe 
value of silver up to $1.29 per 
ounce, and thus restore it to parity 
with gold. This address lie de­
livered to the business men of New 
York city and Albany, thus dis­
tinctly discarding tbe idea of cheap­
ening tbe money of the country.
On Friday last Mr. Bryan ad­
dressed a Farmers’ Alliance picnic 
of Orleans county, New York, and 
his chief argument was devoted to 
impressing upon them the necessity 
of cheapening their money, in order 
to pay their debts in less valuable 
money than they had contracted to 
pay. His appeal to the farmers was 
an insult alike to their intelligence 
and to their integrity, as he very 
plainly taught the farmers that if 
they purchased land when land was 
high, and to pay a mortgage upon 
it when land and the products of 
land were low, they would be en­
tirely justified in repudiating their 
debt by cheapening their currency 
so that one dollar would pay two 
dollars of debt.
In this speech Mr. Bryan made 
no reference whatever to increasing 
the value of silver to the gold 
standard, as he distinctly stated it in 
New York and Albany when he was 
addressiug the business men. He 
proposed to bring silver up to the 
value of gold and thus make both 
silver and gold as costly as gold is 
to-day, when he was speaking to 
business centres, but when he ad­
dressed an audience of farmers, 
who are presumed to have mortgages 
upon their lands when farm pro­
ducts are greatly reduced in value, 
as are the products of all other 
industries, he plainly teaches them 
that repudiation is patriotic, and 
that it is their duty to plunge the 
country into a maelstrom of re­
pudiation to enable them to pay 
their debts in half the money they 
owe.
Suppose there had been in Mr. 
Bryan’s audience at the farmers’ 
picnic one farmer who had bought 
a hundred bushels of potatoes from 
a fellow farmer in 1894, when the 
potato crop was but little more than 
half the amount of tbe crop of 1895, 
and when potatoes sold for sixty 
cents a bushel, and bad given bis 
note for $60. Would he be justified 
in saying, a year later, when his 
note matured, and when tbe crop of 
potatoes was nearly double that of 
the previous 3’ear and worth only 
twenty-five cents a bushel, that he 
could not in good conscience, and 
would not, pay the note for the 
reason that potatoes are now worth 
less than half as much as they 
were when be contracted the debt ? 
This is a fair illustration of Mr. Bry­
an’s demagogic arguments before 
the farmers’ picnic in Western New 
York, and there must be a very low 
standard of intelligence and integ­
rity in tbe farmers of that region if 
they do not resent it as the vaporing 
of the demagogue, who would climb 
into the Presidency by teaching all 
things to all men, except common 
honesty.
A Special Plea.
From the New York World.
An old crook pleads in extenua­
tion of his long and skillful assault 
upon property that he has been the 
cause of the invention of many of 
the best devices for the protection 
of property. Does not that sound 
something like the plea of lawyers 
who devote their whole energies to 
defeating justice by delays and 
technicalities that they are the true 
friends1 of justice because they thus 
expose the weakenesses in laws and 
enable legislators to correct them ?
The Shower o f  Gold.
From the New York World.
As Europe owes us far more than 
we owe her, and as these interna­
tional balances are always settled in 
gold, Europe is sending us the gold 
to pay the balance due us in the 
huge international fall trading ac­
count. The coming of this gold 
means the coming of just that much 
confidence. This heavy shower of 
gold will do our business as much 
good as a heavy shower of rain 
does the thirsty fields after a long 
drought. Jf Mr. Bryan and Mr. 
McKinley too tvjll stpp howling 
calamity for a few weeks the good 
effects of this influx will be widely 
felt.
WASTE OF GOO!> FOOD.
AMERICANS THROW AWAY ENOUGH TO
FEED THE HUNGRY OF ALL EUROPE. 
From the New York Herald.
“The most conspicuous thing in 
all of m3’ travels ?” remarked the 
globe-trotter. “ Well, I ’ve been 
pretty much of the world in my 
time, and I ’ve seen quite a bit ; but 
I know I shall astonish you when I 
say that the thing which has im­
pressed me most is the econom3’ of 
food abroad and the waste of food 
at home.
“Understand all this statement 
implies. Absolutely nothing is 
thrown away or wasted in conti­
nental Europe. And the economy 
of food is more marked in China, 
Japan and the Asiatic countries. 
There is no doubt in my mind but 
that we in the United States waste 
more food in a year than is con­
sumed in France in tbe same time. 
What a single New York servant 
girl slams into the garbage barrel 
every week would support a dozen 
Chinese families. And yet our 
people are always complaining of 
hard times, and are always making 
wry faces about getting along in tbe 
world.
“This waste begins at the very 
foundations of our society and busi­
ness, and runs all the way up. The 
American farmer is a man who has 
burned off tracts of valuable timber, 
worth five times the land on which 
it grew, to raise grain to burn for 
firewood. That land to-day is but 
half tilled, taking the fields of 
Germany and other European 
countries into the comparison. Until 
very recently all tbe refuse about 
mills and manufactories was de- 
stro3'ed ; now many of them turn 
their slabs into furniture and their 
sawdust into fuel. Again, as to 
food. Anybody who has traveled 
much and knows what sort of food 
one gets in the South and West— 
anywhere outside of the big Eastern 
cities—will appreciate it when I say 
that at least one-half of the food is 
wasted. This is partly through bad 
cookery and partly through mere 
wasteful management. All food not 
assimilated is wasted—worse than 
wasted, for it wears the system out 
to no purpose. The common hotel 
and family cookery makes assimila­
tion practically impossible. So 
much for what is eaten. That which 
is actually thrown away would feed 
millions. If it could be diverted 
into the proper channels it would 
make human suffering from want of 
food impossible in tbis country. 
More—the waste would feed the in­
digent hungry of the whole word 1 
There is something.aclunll3’ criminal 
in all this. But I presume it can’t 
be helped until the American nature 
shall have undergone a change.”
Reflections o f  a Bachelor. 
From the New York Press.
No man is much of a hero to a 
widow.
The woman who marries for spite 
usually gets it.
Few men would marry if they 
could live forever.
Matrimony has established the 
fact that love is not incurably blind.
A bout every third women imagines 
that she is an uncrowned queen.
The man who is good for nothing 
else' sometimes makes a good 
husband.
Never marry a man to reform 
bim. Reform him first, and then 
don’t marr3r him.
A good many men mari'3’ to get a 
home and then, spend most of their 
time away from it.
Reputable dealers throughout the length, 
breadth and depth of our glorious land for­
tunately keep the genuine Hires Rootbeer in 
stock. Did you ever try It ? I t  Is known to 
be a safe, delicious, and healthful temper­
ance drink. I t will be the great campaign 
drink for tired paradere.
^C O L L E G E V IL L E -^
Carriag,e-:-Works!
R. H. GRATER, P rop ’r,
Greatly Reduced Prices in Busi­
ness Wagons During the Au­
tumn months. New De­
signs a Specialty.
A full line of repair material always on 
hand and work promptly executed.
A set of good wheels with steel tire oh, 
boxed and painted, ready to run, for (10.00 
up, according to slse.
Our $7.00 jobs of painting give entire sat­
isfaction ; as good as others at $10.00. 
Terms cash.
HAVE NOW IN STOCK :
451bs. Chas. S. C a Urey track sulky, in good 
order. Light road or track ca-t, nearly new. 
Palo Alto driving buggy, something fine. 
Ladles’ phaeton, just been painted. Two- 
seated open wagon. lig h t market wagon, 
part new. Light express wagon. Closed 
milk wagon body with glass, in good order. 
These wagons will be sold very cheap.
■ A geared Aermotor on egg i r a u
) abarais » P O W E R
HILF PRICEm .ran
S A L E  I M i
HAVE JUST COLLECTED
Dress Goods 




From different parts of the store 
placed them in the Coat Room 
and will sell them at half-price 
to close out the stock. Its a 
Clearing sale. Prices below 
cost.
MORGAN WRIGHT,
main Street, Opp. Public Square, 
NORRISTOWN, PA.
Aboye High W ater M ari
IN QUALITY, with the prices at low tide, 
Is what may be said of our HATS this sea­
son. Never before have we been able to 
offer such hats to our customers. They are 
the most stylish, the best wearing, and the 
lowest price goods we have ever carried.
G .  E .  F R Y ,
221 main St. - Koyersi'ord, Pa.
A. L. GOTTSHALK, JR.,





Special attention given to tin-roofing, spout­
ing, and all kinds of work in tin, zinc, 
and sheet iron.
Every effort will be made to fill all or­
ders promptly and satisfactorily. 14ma3m
Are Off on Prices. Are On on Quality.
Carpets, mattings,
Quality and Variety.
Whatever be the reasons, we are gratified 
that we are serving you better, cheaper and 
more largely than ever before. Perhaps the 
reasons “better”  and “cheaper”  account for 
the “ more largely.”
Tapestries
for Instance. 50 cents per yard buy what 
you usually expect to pay 75 cents. Such 
a line of 50-cent variety is as unusual In 
quantity as in quality. We invite yon to 
come to see It. Of course, better grades 
up to the very best and prices but a trifle 
higher. Ask about them.
Scotch Brussels— 39 Cents
Made In Scotland, and woven like a regu­
lar Body Brussels. They are full value at 
50 cents a yard and the style and wear are 
there suited to that price. But this present 
lot Is yours at only 89 cents a yard.
Ingrains
are up to regular proper quality, but they 
are at this season’s low range of prices and 
that means about 75 cent quality for 50- 
cent price We ask you to take this as a 
special invitation to a comprehensive stock 
sure to meet your requirements. Of 
course, a complete stock has in it and it 
is only necessary to name
Body Brussels, Moquettes,
A v m in is te r s ,  S av  o n  n r  r i e s .
W ilton Velvets, tire.
We ask particular attention to 
mattings
because it is in this line that we feel we 
are particularly excelling past records. In 
quantity sold this season we are far ahead, 
and it must be that prices, quality, assort­
ment are all right. We shall be glad to 
try to prove it at the test of your inspect­
ing judgment.
Awnings
We are making a specialty of this kind 
of work and all that pertains to such work 
In a carpet department. There Is a right 
way to do all these things and we have a 
specialist who knows this right way. 
He has been brought up by experience to
l do this very kind of work. If you 
1 have anything already done that 
I does not suit you, let us see It we 
cannot fix it right for you.
We stand hack of our work to 
say that anything you permit us 
to do for you in this Hue will be 
done right. Try us We will make 
It right and save you lots of trou, 
hie in the doing of It.
C/O I . H . B r e n d l i n g e r
LEADING DEALER IN
Dry Goods, Books, 
Carpets, Trimmings, 
Ladies' Coats, &c. 
80 and 82 main Street, 
213 and 215 DeKalb St.
NORRISTOWN, PA.
I This store will close at 6 o’clock 
I Wednesday and Thursday even­
ings. Monday, Tuesday and Fri­
day evenings at 8 30, and Saturday 
¡evenings at 10.
213 and 2K DeKalb St.
Wanted-An Idea of some simple
Protect your ideas; they may bring you wealth. Write_JOHN WFDDERBUkN & CO.. Patent Attor-
Who can think




H ow to Make
40  Per Cent.
Everybody wants to make as 
much on their investment as is 
possible. This is a chance to 
make a BIG interest by buying 
at the right time.
The old adage : “Never buy 
a thing you don’t want because 
it is cheap,” will not apply in 
this case.
A Summer Lap Cover is 
something you always need, and 
by buying them now, and hold­
ing them until another season, 
you can make 40 per cent, on 
your investment.
W e have them in various 
styles. The original prices varied 
from $2.00 to 50c.
Also some linen horse covers. 
Any of these can be bought 
little above first oost.
BLANKET ENDS
Last year were very scarce. This 
year we supplied ourselves with 
nearly two cases. W e will have 
them on sale by the time this 
appears in print.
There are plenty of buyers 
for these remnants, and when 
these are all gone we can’t tell 
how soon we can get another 
lot.
Everybody knows what they 
are. Good sizes, heavy goods, 
and are useful for almost any 
purpose.
RIBBON ENDS
Have a small lot, in any 
color, good quality silk at 5c. -a 
yard.
W e haven’t forgotten that 
short people will be in need of 
clothes. W e have made all our 
arrangements to make up an 
article of high standard, and 
cheap.
W e have laid in some few 
BARGAINS in Suitings and 
Overcoatings for the fall trade.
W ith experience comes per­
fection. We don’t claim that 
we are perfect, but that we are 
making the steps toward it, and 
that in the natural course of 
events we have learned more 
about clothing by last year’s 
experience than we had known 
before. That is our idea about 
the matter, and we stand ready 
to prove it. (In about 2 weeks 
we will give you an idea as to 
our prices.)
Bear in mind our SISAL 
Fodder Yarn Offer, and remem­
ber that it is Sisal and not jutt 
and tar ; not all loaded full to 
make it weigh heavy, but good 
and clean, at the cheap price.
neys, Washington, D. C., for their $1,800 prise offer | and list of two hr~ ' * * m  "• undred inventions wanted.
K u l p  B r o s .
Gratersford, Pa.
u u i u m u m
USE THE VEGETABLE
m DIARRHŒA MIXTURE m
J .  W. Culbbbt— Dear Sir : I  had been suffering for several years with Diarrbocea, but 
after using your Mixture a short time, have been greatly relieved ; and would not now be 
without your mixture in the house. Respectfully,
HENRY W. WISMER.
IFOIR, SALE -A.T
CULBERT’S DRUG STORE, COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
"WF HAVE TOO IVCA-TSTY
Clocks and Silver Tea Sets
And therefore olfer them  at much less than value.
I t  will be greatly to your advantage to purchase goods of us. See our stock of
DIAMOND RINGS AND PINS
BEFORE INVESTING. Look around and then see us. Yon will be convinced that our
prices are the lowest.
J .  D . S A L L A D E , Jew eler and Optician,
16 EAST MAIN ST., Opp. Public Square, NORRISTOWN, PA.
3  WHILE EVERYBODY IS DISCUSSING £
The Silver Question, We W ill Talk to Yon About the Lowest P ossi­
ble Prices for Dry Goods, Shoes and Groceries.
DBY GOODS— A new lot of Calicoes, all fast colors, at 5c. per yard. Better for 5%, 
6. 7, and 8c. Very gay patterns. Good Cretonne for 8c. Lancaster Gingham from 9 to 8c. 
Muslin, bleached and unbleached, from 5 to 11c. per yard.
HORSE GOODS— We still have a few Lap Spreads left which MUST be sold. 
Horse Sheets from 75c. to $2.00. Leather Nets from $1.00 to $2.50. You can't find their 
equal
SHOES— We handle the best make of Shoes, both for Sunday and every-day. Men’s 
Light Shoes, from $1.50 to $3.00. Men’s Light Russets, $1.75 and $2.00. Brogans, $1.20 to 
$1.50. Ladies’ Shoes—Russet Walking Shoes, $1.10. Others from 98c. to $2.25.
GROCERIES— At rock bottom prices. Canned Corn, 5, 8, 10 and 12%c. Peas, 5 
and 10c. Peaches, 2 cans for 25c. Beans, 3 cans for 25c. Good Soda Crackers at 5c. per 
pound. Root Beer Extract, 10c. per bottle.
U3F“ Remember also that goods are delivered free of charge.
lfima. MATTHIAS CUSTER, Eaglevilie, Pa.
IT  COSTS NOTHING  
TO HAVE YOUR EYES EXAMINED 
b y  W .  H . P O D E S T A  &  C O .,  
OPTICAL SPECIALISTS,
No. 113 NORTH NINTH STREET,
ABOVE ARCH.
P H IL A D E L P H IA . P A .
They hare had over fifteen years experience in all the various
______ I lines of Optical work, and assure complete satisfaction to
every patron. Many ills, inconveniences and discomforts are caused by E ye-S tra in , which may 
be readily relieved if  vou consult their Specia list and have your Eyes examined by him F REE. 
He will correctly advise you without cost, whether or not glasses will give you relief.
Should you need glasses, the prices quoted are not equalled, for the same grade of goods: 
Solid Gold Spectacles, $ 2 .0 0 ; elsewhere $5 .00  l A Written Guarantee 
Steel Spectacles, 50c.; elsewhere $1.00 » with everJ
W. H. PODESTA, will give his especial attention to all callers on M ondays and Thursdays. 
MS* OPEN SATURDAY EVENINGS UNTIL 9 P. M. *8*






Shaving Soap, 5c. 
a Fake.
ftTCS Tobacco, Cigars, Pipes, Playing Cards, Writing Paper, and Envelopes.
OPEN SUNDAYS UNTIL ELEVEN O'CLOCK
B
ja  I T I  C i  SPECIAL POTATO MANURE
/ %  ( J  JLj L 7 ANIMAL BONE $ 2 5  PHOSPHATE
—«»TABUtHIP 1IW—______
BAUQH ¿L 80NS COMPANY,
WORKS t Foot o f Horrlo to  Moore Sto» 
Address 20  8, P c l a w a to  A v fc , PJM lLA .
GENERAL CROP GROWER
Bone & Potash Compound 
—High G rade A d d  P h o sp h a te—
PURE RAW BONE MEAL,&c.
FOR SALE BY
William Hallowell, Hatboro. Israel H. Suppleedt Co., Bryn Mawr.
John J. White, Lansdale. Joseph P. Dill ilk, Ardmore.
A ndrew Ervin, Huntingdon Valley. Isaac B. Corn man, Gladwyne.
H. 6. Knlp A Co., Pottstown. E. L. Garner A Co., Fox Chase.
8. W. Zeigler, Morwood. J .  Watson Craft, Ambler.





The Albertson Trust and Safe Deposit Co.
OF NORRISTOWN, PA.
President, GEORGE W. ROGERS. : Vice-President, ABNER U. HOWARD.
Treasurer, WILLIAM E. ALBERTSON.
Deposits of Money Received on Interest.
3 PER CENT. Interest paid on De- | PER CENT. Interest paid on De­posits payable with Check or Ten 2 posits subject mand. to Check on De-Days’ Notice.
Huy and Sell Stocks, Ronds, mortgages, Notes or Obligations. 




T I M E S  B U I L D I N G ,
Main and Swede Streets,
NORRISTOWN, PA.
A full line of light colored hats ; 
also a full line of summer under­
wear for men.
JOHN FR Y ,
O M B R I L L A  H O S P IT A L ,
Boots, Shoes & Rubbers.
A WORD TO THE WISE IS SUFFICIENT.
While many people are complaining about 
hard times and business being poor, we can­
not complain not baying plenty to do, be­
cause we are selling the
Best Goods for the teast Money!
Because we lose no had bills ; we sell for 
CASH ONLY, while others are selling on 
credit and lose many bills, and the virtuous 
class of people must make it up by being 
overcharged with an unjust profit. That is 
what scores of our customers testify in be­
half of our cash system—which saves them 
many dollars.
Relow We Quote a Few P rices: 
Men’s Working Shoes, $1.00 to $1.56.
Men’s Dress Shoes, $1.00 to $3.00. 
Ladies’ Shoes from 75c, $1 00, $1.25, $1.75, 
$2.00, $2.50.
Misses Shoes, 75c to $1 25.
Children’s Shoes, 20c to 50c. 
Boys’ Shoes, 75c to $1.50.
Youths’ Shoes, 75c to $1.2$.
Call and examine and compare goods with 
price and quality, and if you are not bene­
fited by buying the best goods for the least 
money then we will not ask you to buy.
ISAAC K. MOYER
2 ^ 2 3 6  W. MAIN STREET,
Opp. H artranit Hotel»
30jy. NORRISTOWN.
B A R G A IN S
—AT—
W . P. FEN TO N ’S,
’T wixt spring and summer, as well as 
during every season of the year, 
we are ready to furnish all 
kinds of store goods at 
bargain prices. Note 
the following t
New designs in Outing Flannels for 1896 
and the very best quality, 19c. a yard.
Simpson’s fast color Blues, Greys and 
Plaids, Calicoes in dress patterns, 6c. a yard.
The very heat Ginghams of Lancaster’s, 4 
yds. for 25e., and 7c. a yard.
Guinea Cloth for Skirts, &e., tOe. a yard. 
Canton Flannels were never so cheap— 
5c., 8c , 10c. and 12c per yard.
A FEW  DRIVES IN
|  Choice G roceries: i
s s m s m s s m s e s m s m
4 lbs. Large California Prunes, for SBev. 
8 lbs. Evap. “ Peaches, for 28c _
5 lbs. Carolina Rice, los 25c..
2 lbs. Apricots (choice) for 25c..
5 lbs. Large Raisins, for 25c-
2 Large Fat Mackerel (new) for 25<s.
5 lbs. Elegant Ginger Snaps, for 25c-
Elegant Sweet Sugar Corn, 5c. a Can.
2 Good Brooms for 25c.
A New Wash Board up-to-date, for 25c.
Ask to see it.
2 Good Water Buckets, for 25c.
W. P. FENTON,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
F OR SALE.A lot of maple cordwood and poles, a t  
the right price. Apply soon to
E. S. MOSER, Assignee,
Collegeville, Pa..
I f  you have anything to 
«ell, advertise it in the Independent .̂
TERMS : $1.35 PER TEAR IN ADVANCE.




When the whirling dust 
Is changed to mud
the leaves .all take to
—Something 
heavy thud
may' drop with a
—  And 
grumbling.
smother considerable
—Two opinions : Sam says Joe 
doesn’t know what he is talking 
about. Joe says there is something 
in Sam’s garret.
A Hefty Cow Slaughtered.
A cow was slaughtered at the 
Montgomery almshouse, last week, 
that dressed 860 pounds.
Suicide.
Jacob 0. Bergey, of Lederach- 
vilie, Lower Salford township, ended 
his life Saturday morning. He was 
found suspended from a rafter in 
the barn. The deed was committed 
just after he had a misunderstanding 
with one of his sons.
Fam ily Reunion.
The fifth annual reunion of the 
descendants of Jacob Beyer was 
held on Thursday at the residence 
of Jacob Beyer, Norritonville. 
Eighty-two members were in at­
tendance, the second largest num­
ber of all the reunions held.
why she mar- 
suppose she
—He—“I wonder 
ried him. Do you 
loved him ?”
She—“N o; but she knew another 
girl did.”—Upto-Date.
—Harvey K. Moyer has suc­
ceeded J. A. Johnson, of Lower 
Providence, in the butchering 
business.
—Garwood’s picnic in the Alms­
house grove next Saturday. You’ll 
be there, of course ;
—And the politicians, too 1
—The Rambo House, opposite 
the court house, is in special favor 
with country folks when they visit 
the Hub.
—“Is Mrs. Rash a pleasant neigh 
bor?”
“Unusually so ; I hadn’t known 
her ten minutes before she told me 
that her husband had a glass eye.” 
— Chicago Record.
—When a man averages up his 
acquaintances and compares him­
self with the result he generally 
feels encouraged.—Life.
— And it is so with bis acquaint­
ances, perhaps.
—Read the new advertisements 
•of Philip Quillman, the grocer, and 
■G. W. Day, the photographer, of 
Norristown.
—The attendance was fair at the 
festival in the Episcopal grove, 
Evansburg, Saturday evening.
—Mrs. Oletimer—“So you think 
your husband has no idea of busi­
ness ?”
Mrs. Newlywed—“Not the slight­
est. Every time he goes shopping 
he buys something.”—Judge.
—Mr. Youngly—“They say there 
is no fool like an old fool.”
Miss Newville—“But that saying 
originated before you were born.”— 
Truth.
—An heir brake should invari­
ably go with every fortune which is 
left to a frivolous young man.— 
Siftings.
* —Twenty-five acres of the Hos­
pital farm, Norristown, yielded 
about 5500 bushels of potatoes this 
season. Some of the patients did 
the picking.
—“You are a pretty bright boy,” 
said the Senator to the page.
“Yes,” said the boy, “I ’m not a 
page of the ‘Congressional Record,’ 
you know.”—Harper's Bazar.
—“Is there any scientific explana­
tion of this excessive heat ?” “Yes ; 
the weather man says it has been 
brought on by the politicians swal­
lowing so much wind.”—Chicago 
Record.
—First Boy (to second boy, who 
■has been fishing) — “Catch any­
thing ?
Second Boy—“I haven’t been 
home yet ."^-Baltimore Life.
—The picnic of tbq Lutheran 
Sunday School of Trappe at Ring­
ing Rocks Park, last Saturday, was 
well attended and the occasion 
proved to be a pleasant one.
—The Junior Christian Endeavor 
Society .of the Central Presbyterian 
Church, of Norristown, held their 
fourth annual picnic Tuesday after­
noon at Skippack park.
—Mr. I. H. Detwiler, of Iron- 
bridge, lost a valuable horse on 
Monday. Through some accident 
or other the animal had its leg 
broken, and had to be killed.
—Citizens of Allentown wit­
nessed a novel sight the other night 
in the form of a baby parade, the 
lirst in the history of the city. 
.About forty-five Carriages were in 
line, all gaily decorated.
A Child Burned.
The 18-months-old child of James 
Peters fell into a can of boiling 
catsup at Norristown on Friday 
evening, and was horribl)7 burned 
on the face and arms. She will 
probably recover, but her eyesigh.t 
may be affected.
Seriously 111.
Miss Mary Frances Gotwals 
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph 
G. Gotwals, of Providence Square 
is seriously ill, suffering from what 
seems to be an attack of appen 
dicitis. An operation is contem 
plated. Dr. E. A. Krusen is the at 
tending phj’sician.
The Pottstown Baby Ahead.
Eighty-four bright little young­
sters entered the Baby Show, on 
the ocean pier at Atlantic City on 
Thursday. Thomas J. Humphries, 
ten-months-old, of Pottstown, was 
decided by a majority of nearly 
200 votes to be the prettiest.
Died Suddenly.
Michael White, an Italian, came 
to the Charity Hospital, at Norris­
town, at 6 o’clock Friday evening 
without any apparent injury, and at 
10 o’clock he was dead. I t is 
thought he had an attack of pneu­
monia, which affected his heart.
Methacton l.iterary Soeiety.
The Methacton will render the 
following program Saturday even 
ing, September 5, 1896, at Cherry 
Tree school house : Recitations 
Lee Bitting, Jonas Reiff, Flora 
Campbell ; Readings, Annie Smith 
Joseph Moore, James Shrawder 
Nellie Evans; Music, Mary Gotwals 
and brothers ; Gazette, Rev. Wm 
Courson. .The tariff question will 
be discussed by L. R. Kramer and 
J. Howard Johnson on the affirma­
tive, and by Harry Johnson and 
Joseph Kratz on the negative. The 
Society has 95 members on the foil
Over at the Almshouse.
* The directors of the Montgomery 
County Almshouse held thei 
monthly meeting Thursday at that 
institution. Thexiash receipts dur­
ing the month amounted to $222.51 
expenditures $45.25. Orders were
granted amounting to $2591.86
Number of inmates in the institu 
tion at present is 126 males and 38 
females. Three inmates have died 
during the month of August, and 
five have been discharged. During 
the month 189 pounds of butter 
were made. Of this amount 609 
pounds was sold and 180 pounds 
consumed.
A Franchise Secured.
The Keystone Telegraph and 
Telephone Company, of Norris­
town, has secured the right to place 
poles and wire in the borough of 
Pottstown. No opposition to the 
granting of the franchise was en­
countered.
Bargains ! B argains!
At Gotwals’ store, Providence 
Square, you will find a large stock 
to select from. Dry Goods, Notions, 
Cassimeres, Boots and Shoes, Rub­
bers &c, All must be sold and at 
greatly reduced prices to close the 
assigned estate. A full line of gro­
ceries will be kept to supply the 
trade. 4t.
Philadelphia Markets. 
Winter bran, $9.00 @ 10.00 ; flour 
.90 to $3.65 ; rye flour, $2.40 ; 
wheat, 61f to 63£c.; corn, -29̂ c.; 
oats, 27c.; butter, 19 to 23c.; poul­
try , live, 10^@llc., dressed, 10^@llc.; 
timothy hay, 65@75c., mixed, 60@ 
70c.; straw, 60@70c. ; beef cattle 
3f@5c.; sheep, 2 | (5) 4^c.; lambs, 3 
@7c.; hogs, western, 5|@5^c.
Another Horse Stolen.
The nefarious business of horse 
stealing continues to thrive. Last 
Friday night a bay horse, 16 hands 
high, a good Set of harness and a 
cart were stolen from the premises 
of B. F. Garber, near Black Rock 
Upper Providence township . The 
thief appeared to know that the 
animal was afraid of a carriage top 
for he took a road cart that stood 
beside a good top buggy. The team 
was traced as far as Perkiomen 
Bridge. Mr. Garber is a member 
of the Mingo Express Horse Corn- 
pan j’ and at present the Committees 
are at work searching for the stolen 
property.
Delegates to the Convention.
The following were among the 
delegates attending the Democratic 
Convention at Norristown,. Tues­
day : Collegeville—Jesse S. Laros ; 
Trappe district—J. S. Kepler, J. H. 
Hart ; Lower district, Upper Provi­
dence—Samuel Poley, Samuel H. 
Hallman ; , Mingo district—B. F. 
Forker ; Lower Providence—Jos. 
D. Rittenhouse, Isaac Rahn.
H istorical Reunion.
An historical reunion will be held 
at the Lutheran church, Schwenks- 
ville, on Wednesday, September 16, 
at 10 o’clock. The program in 
part is as follows : Address of 
Welcome, Rev. N. F. Schmidt, 
Schwenksvilie, to be responded to 
by Rev. Thomas R. Beeber, D. D., 
of Norristown. A historical poem, 
“The Perkiomen,” will be read by 
Rev. Matthias Sheeleigh, D. D., 
Fort Washington. Hon. Henry 
W. Kratz will read a paper on 
“Washington’s Camp at Penny- 
packer’s Mill.” Ellwood Roberts 
will read a paper on Yalley Forge 
Campground. Other addresses will 
be made. A committee of ladies of 
the vicinity, with Mrs. John G. 
Prizer as chairman, Will have charge 
of the arrangements for dinner.
Deaths Dne to Typhoid Fever.
Jesse Rotes, a son of Henry S. 
Rotes, of Pottstown, died on Fri­
day evening of typhoid fever, after 
a very short illness. A sister died 
of the same disease two weeks ago, 
his brother and mother are now 
both sick with the same disease. It 
is said that the sickness is caused 
b)7 drinking water from a well in 
close proximity to a cemetery. The 
matter is being investigated.
Laid in a Donble Grave.
Fannie Hume and Sallie Lang- 
head, while ill in the home of Miss 
Langhead, with whom Miss Hume 
was visiting at Pottsville some 
weeks ago, made a compact that if 
they should die they should be 
buried side by side, They died last 
week within four hours of each 
other, and on Friday they were laid 
in a double grave at Phoenixville, 
where Miss Hume had lived. The 
girls were cousins.
Prohibition Tichet.
The Prohibitionists of Montgom­
ery, at their county convention in 
Norristown last week, nominated 
the following ticket : Assembly, 
Dr. John Davis, Pottstown ; Peter 
C. Fritz, Royersford ; George C. 
Morgan, Norristown ; George E. 
Blake, Springfield, and Rev. J. R. 
Brewster, West Conshohocken ; 
Prothonotary, H. Fassett Conrad, 
Whitpain ; Recorder of Deeds, C. 
W. Rambo, Pottstown ; Clerk of 
Courts, Samuel Ogden, Consho­
hocken ; Register of Wills, H. V. 
Johnson, Lower Providence ; Com­
missioners, Joseph S. Evans, Lower 
Gwynedd, and A. K. Shaner, Potts­
town ; Director of the Poor, Isaac 
Styer, Whitpain ; Auditors, Thomas 
A. Barnhill, Conshohocken, and 
Harry Warren, Lower Providence.
DEATHS.
Mrs. Anna Regina Stahlnecker, 
aged 54 years, wife of ex-Sheriff 
Edwin S. Stahlnecker, died on 
Thursday afternoon at her hus­
band’s residence, 813 Swede street, 
Norristown. Deceased had been ill 
for the past seven weeks with 
chronic meningitis. Besides a bus- 
band two children, survive. They 
are Miss Alice and H, Wilson. 
Funeral was held Monda)7 morning 
at 10 o’clock. Interment at White- 
marsh Union cemetery.
Maggie, the twin daughter of Mr. 
and Mrs. Joseph Kenna, died at 
Ironbridge Monday morning aged 
6 months. The funeral took place 
Irom its grandparents’ residence, 
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Steltz, yes­
terday morning. Interment at 
Swamp burying grounds.
General John R. Dobson, an 
honored citizen of Phoenixville, 
died at his home Wednesday morn­
ing of last week. He leaves a 
family of three children—two 
•daughters and a son. The deceased 
was 79 years of age. He learned 
the puddling business when quite 
y-ouug and was superintendent of 
that department io the Phoenix 
Iron Works for twenty years. Dur­
ing the Rebellion he was Captain 
of Company G. First Regiment of 
Pennsylvania Reserves, and march- 
■e<l with General Grant during the 
Wilderness campaign. In 1871 he 
was commissioned Major General 
A>y Governor Geary, and assigned 
to the command of the Tenth Di­
vision, N. G. P„ and in 1877, just 
before bis retirement, marched with 
his command to Pittsburg to help 
queli rioting.
Illustrated Journalism .
The Schuylkill Yalley Sentinel of 
Norristown has been revived and 
ejuvenated by Messrs. Clifton S. 
Hunsicker and Julius F. A. Jacob­
sen. Considerable space each issue 
is devoted to photo engraving illu­
strations. The last issue contains 
a sketch and photo of Dr. Spangler, 
President of Ursinus College. The 
paper under its new management 
exhibits indications of enterprise 
and progressiveness. Success to it.
Feed Wire Stolen.
About a balf-mile of feed wire, 
weighing nearly 5,000 pounds, and 
valued at $600, was stolen early 
Wednesday morning, last week, 
from the poles of the Chestnut Hill 
and Norristown Passenger Railway 
line, from White Avenue to the 
Germantown pike. The thieves 
were four in number with a heavy 
wagon and two bay horses. The 
hauling away some night of a house 
or barn, by thieves, need not occa­
sion a great deal of surprise.
Contributions Desired.
Contributions of any amount for 
the Memorial Extension to St. 
Paul’s church, Oaks, will be grate­
fully received by letters or in person 
by the Rev. B. J. Douglass, Oaks, 
Montgomery county, Pa. This 
notice is published with the convic­
tion that there have been members 
of the Sunday School in years past 
and others interested in the good 
work who will gladly avail them­
selves of the opportunity to give 
something to the memory of one 
who has labored so long and faith­
fully for their spiritual good. Ben­
jamin J. Douglass, Rector.
Bucklen’s Arnica Salve.
Thb  Best Salve in  the W orld for Cuts, 
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fever 
Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains, 
Corns, and all Skin Eruptions, and posi­
tively cures Piles, or no pay required. I t 
is guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction 
or money refunded. Price 35 cents per box. 
For sale by Joseph W. Culbert, College­
ville, Pa.
Saved by a Rrave Roy.
Fire last Sunday night destroyed 
the home of Adam Kalisky, Potts­
town. Four small children were 
rescued by jumping from a second- 
story window into the arms of a 
brother, only 11 years old. The 
youngest is only two years old. 
When Mrs. Kalisky was awakened 
she realized the great danger. Her 
room was filled with smoke, while 
from below came ominous sounds of 
crackling flames. She sprang from 
her bed and called her eldest son, 
Burwick, and the rest of the child­
ren. The boy understood that time 
was precious and life in danger. He 
raised the window sash, and, bid­
ding his mother to hand the 
younger children out, he sprang to 
the ground. As the mother lowered 
each child as far as she could reach 
the courageous lad caught them in 
his arms and landed them safely. 
When all were out the woman 
followed.
A V isit to W illiam s’ Grove.
Mr. Rueben Tyson and daughter 
of Mingo, Upper Providence, visited 
Williams’ Grove, Pa., last week and 
attended the Grangers’Picnic. Mr. 
Tyson writes : “The attendance at 
this great fair is something remark­
able. Thursday was the big day, 
about 40,000 people being on the 
grounds. Here we can see anythin_ 
in the line of implements, several 
steam saw mills in operation, steam 
threshers, cream separators, wind 
pumps, live stock, &c. We visited 
friends in Mechanicsburg, Pa., and 
the Indian Training School at 
Carlisle, where a large number of 
Indians are being trained by Captain 
Pratt. The corn crop in the Cum 
berland Yalley is large. We also 
visited the famous Gettysburg battle 
field, returning home Monday 
August 31, greatly pleased with our 
trip.”
PERSONAL.
Wesley A. Shupe, of Philadelphia 
was in town Saturday afternoon.
Prof, and Mrs. Davis Garber, of 
Allentowu, Spent last week witn B 
F. Garber and family, near Black 
Rock.
Wilmer H. Johnson, editor of the 
North Wales Record, came up from 
Norristown in a trolley car Monday 
afternoon and paid the scribe 
pleasant visit. Call again.
F. J. Clamer, of Glen Farm, this 
place, returned from his European 
tour last Saturday afternoon. Mr 
Clamer reports a pleasant, profitable 
journey in behalf of himself and his 
Ajax Metal Company, of Philadel 
phia. His numerous friends are 
glad to see him home again.
Miss Nila Preston, of Wilming­
ton, Delaware, was the guest of the 
scribe’s daughter, Miss Bertha 
Moser, on Thursday of last week.
Miss Laura Benson, of Philadel 
phia, is visiting her cousin, Miss 
Nellie Culbert, this week.
Dr. and Mrs. J . . W. Royer, of 
Trappe, have gone on a pleasure 
trip through New York and will 
visit the many places of interest in 
the Cattskiil mountains and thence 
go to the Thousand Islands.
Mr. John M. Yanderslice and 
family, of Philadelphia, are visiting 
Dr. James Hamer, of this borough.
OUR PUBLIC SCHOOLS.
Tho Greatest Sale o f  Wagons 
Ever H eld In Tbis Section 
or the Country.
The Mowrey Latshaw Hardware 
Company of Spring City, Pa., have 
purchased at a great sacrifice for 
cash, a large invoice of carriages, 
surreys, phaetons, buggies, traps, 
market wagons, runabouts, spindle 
wagons, Daytons, sleighs, &c. &c., 
which they will offer at public sale, 
Thursday, September 10, 1$96. 
These wagons are made by one of 
the leading manufacturers in our 
own state, are their regular goods, 
and guaranteed for one year. The 
stock of wagons for sale will be 
large, and consist of nearly every 
style made. They will also sell a 
large quantity of harness. This 
will be a rare opportunity for users 
of harness, and wagons, to buy 
cheap and make money. Don’t for­
get the date, September 10, 1896. 
Sale will commence at 12.30 o’clock 
at their store 77 North Main street, 
Spring City. A lot of second hand 
wagons of all kinds for sale. 2t.
Your Boy Won’t Live a Month,
So Mr. Oilman Brown, of 34 Mill St., 
South Gardner, Mass., was told by the doc­
tors. His son had Lung trouble, follow- 
ing Typhoid Malaria, and he spent three 
hundred and seventy-five dollars with doctors, 
who finally gave him up, saying ; “ Your 
hoy won't live a month." He tried Dr. 
King’s New Discovery and a few bottles re­
stored him to health and enabled him to go 
to work a.perfectly well man. He says he 
owes his present good health to the use of 
Dr King’s New Discovery, and knows it to 
be the best in the world for Lung trouble. 
Trial bottles free at Culbert’s Drug Store. 4
MEETING IN BOMBERGER MEMORIAL 
HALL, MONDAY EVENING.
The public meeting in Bombcr- 
ger Memorial Hall, Monday evening, 
in honor of the opening of the first 
public school term in the 
Borough of Collegeville was a con­
spicuously unique affair. It. was a 
long step in the direction of unify­
ing and concentrating the educa­
tional interests of the community. 
I t was a progressive step that at 
once afforded encouragement in ad­
vance to the work of our public 
schools in months to come ; and the 
Board of Directors deserve the 
thanks of pupils and of parents for 
their keen foresight in providing an 
occasion of so much real interest 
and worth.
F. G. Hobson, Esq., President of 
the School Board, presided, and 
after music by tbe choir and a 
prayer by Rev. H. Ev Jones, very 
entertainingly referred to the pur­
poses of the meeting : the impor­
tance of a friendly talk with the 
patrons of tbe school ; of an explan­
ation of the work that is to be done 
in the schools, and of the necessity 
of meeting new conditions in a 
proper manner. He gave an out- 
ine of the requirements of the com­
pulsory school law enacted by the 
last Legislature, and presented the 
easons why conformity to the 
same on the part of Directors and 
parents-is obligatory. In the course 
of his address, Mr. Hobson also re­
ferred to the increase of school-tax 
 ̂mill ; the chief reason therefore 
being that the State appropriation 
to the Independent district (which 
was determined prior to tbe orga­
nization of Collegeville into a bor­
ough) was reduced to the amount of 
$225, owing to the apparent de­
crease in tbe number of taxables ; 
which decrease is accounted for on 
the presumption that in a previous 
rjennial assessment an error placed 
the number of taxables too high. 
In closing, Mr. Hobson expressed 
the' hope that our public schools 
will be made all they should be, 
and bespoke tbe earnest co-opera­
tion of all interested in the work of 
our public schools.
In the absence of the Secretary, 
Dr. E. A, Krusen, the Treasurer of 
the Board, Dr. J. W. Culbert, read 
tbe rules and regulations adopted 
by the Directors for the government 
of the schools. These will be print­
ed and distributed in due time.
Tbe President introduced to tbe 
audience the Principal, Mr. A. B. 
Hess, of Waynesboro, Pa., and the 
Assistant, Miss Mary E. Neal, of 
Norristown. Their remarks were 
very appropriate and indicated that 
in mental make-up and intellectual 
training they are well qualified to 
discharge tbe duties of their posi- j 
tions.
The last speaker of the evening 
was Rev. Dr. H. T. Spangler, Presi­
dent of the College. The Dr. spoke 
of primary, secondary, and higher 
education ; referred to the want of 
articulation and coordination in 
the relative departments—from the 
lower to the higher—of educational 
work, and to the need of a more 
thorough, accurate and definite 
system. He also made a strong 
plea in behaif of the educational ad­
vantages afforded by colleges, gave 
reasons why those advantages 
should not be overlooked to the ex­
tent that they are, and. closed by 
expressing bis highest approval and 
appreciation of the evening’s exer­
cises.
The music of the evening includ­
ed the “Star Spangler Banner,” and 
“America,” by Misses Sarah Hen­
dricks and Agnes Hunsicker, Mr. 
and Mrs. P. IJ. JJoover, and Messrs, 
Rev. H. A. Bomberger and Ralph 
Royer; Rev. J. H. Hendricks, 
leader. Mrs. F. G: Hobson presided 
at the piano. Mr. Ralph Royer 
sang a bass solo in his usual ex­
cellent manner, and Misses Sara 
Hendricks and Alice Hunsicker 
admirably rendered a charming 
piano duet.
A Pleasant Straw Ride.
On Monday afternoon John Van- 
deislice, Esq., of Philadelphia cele­
brated the fiftieth anniversary of 
his birth in a most enjoyable man­
ner. He invited a number of his 
friends to go with him on a straw 
ride to Spring Mountain Park, 
near Schwenksvilie. The party met 
at the home of Dr. James Hamer 
and were conveyed to the park in 
Allebach’s bay wagon drawn by 
four horses that were skillfully 
managed by Mr. Abram Allebach. 
When the party had proceeded 
about half of the way, rain began to 
fall and the prospects of the after­
noon were not of the brightest ; but 
with merry voices and happy hearts 
this jolly crowd defied the rain and 
a pleasant time was had in spite of 
it. However, shortly after their 
arrival, the sun shone out gracious­
ly, making it possible for a tramp 
over the mountain to the many 
points of interest. At about 6 
o’clock a plenteous repast was 
served in the pavillion. Soon after 
tbis tbe party returned to College­
ville. Three cheers were given for 
Mr. Yanderslice topppd off with a 
wish that he might live to see many 
more such happy birthdays.
RELIGIOUS.
On and after the first Sunday in 
June, the 7th, morning service will 
be held (D. V.) at Union church 
near Shaunon ville, Wetherill corners
FROM OAKS.
Rev. Mr. Courson, of Lower 
Providence Baptist Church, and 
Rev. Dr. Douglass, of Oaks, at­
tended the picnic given' by the 
Shannonville Sunday School at 
Valley Forge. The champion cake 
eater of Shannonville was also on 
hand, and he beat the record on 
fancy cakes. He ate so many the 
old bachelor photographer could 
not take his picture ; he could not 
focus him, he ate entirely too much 
cake. Plenty to eat, and a good 
time generally, was had.
’Squire Grover is able to be about 
again.
School commenced on Monday. 
Short recesses and dinner hour, but 
long hours of study, and compul­
sory education. You’ll get used to 
it by and by.
The Republican Club will meet 
at the Port Providence Band Hall 
this Saturday evening. I t  is ex­
pected some advocate of gold, good 
government and good times will ad­
dress the meeting while Bert 
Weikel will furnish an instrumental 
solo and tbe Scott Boys will sing 
some of their songs.
Miss Sophie Casselberry, of 
Green Tree, is suffering with a 
rush of blood to the head.
The farmers are getting ready to 
cut corn.
There is a heavy shipment of 
grain on the Perkiomen Railroad 
at the presentAime.
Joseph Crawford Brower, an old 
and respected citizen of this place, 
has been quite sick with stomach 
trouble ; but report says he was 
very much better on Monday 
morning.
Mrs. Harry Campbell, Sr., is still 
in very poor health and does not 
appear to improve. Mrs. Campbell 
has been sick for a long time.
It has not been decided whether 
the heirs to the Yanderslice estate 
will rebuild the building used as a 
restaurant at Perkiomen Junction 
or not. Tbe many accommodations 
it afforded to the traveling public 
and the employes of the railroad 
made it an almost indispensable 
fixture, it being the only place of 
the kind nearer than Phoenixville. 
Mr. Radcliff is awaiting their de­
cision.
John Francis, Sr. and John 
Francis, Jr. went to Philadelphia 
on the trolley, going to College­
ville by the Perkiomen railroad, to 
Philadelphia by trolley and re­
turned by Pennsylvania Schuylkill 
Yalley railroad, doubling as it were 
the Cape of Good Hope. A hope : 
The trolley company will build a 
branch to Shannonville, Oaks, Port 
Providence, and Phoenixville.
The corn crop is about drying up, 
and walking is anything but pleas­
ant through three or four inches of 
dust ; and a footman, whose only 
choice is to walk or walk or stay at 
home, must take to tbe fields in 
order to give the right of way to 
the cyclist.
Dust on the grass, bushes, trees, 
fences, corn ; dust, dust every­
where, while we are in ourselves 
but dust. But Monday afternoon a 
slight splinkle increased our hopes, 
settling the dust and cooling the 
atmosphere.
Rev. J. T. Meyers preached at 
Green Tree on Sunday and an­
nounced he rather expected the 
Rev. Mr. Balsbaugh, an eminent 
divine of the Brethren church, a 
noted traveller and writer, to 
preach at Green Tree on next Sab­
bath.
A party is buying up the walnut 
trees around the neighborhood, and 
it is said will ship them to Eng­
land. The two old walnut trees 
which have stood the winds and 
storms, and which have supplied 
food for chipmunk and squirrel, 
and often mankind, have indulged 
in, in their season, and also shaded 
the domicile of our old friend 
Harry Cressman, have been cut 
down, hewn into shape and resem­
ble a huge burial casket awaiting 
transportation.
Comrades Weikel and Nichols at­
tended tbe funeral of General Dob­
son on Saturday. There were many 
old soldiers in attendance. A good 
representation of the boys in blue 
of ’61 and 62. Rev. Dr. Douglass, 
of Oaks, paid a fit tribute to the 
dead soldier, and his address was 
listened to with marked attention.
It is reported another club house 
is to be built along tbe Schuylkill 
near the Perkiomen.
Mr. Charles Harvey will do some 
paving and make other improve­






Worship in the afternoon 
at 3.30 in St. Paul’s 
church near Oaks. All 
Benjamin J. Douglass,
Episcopal service at St. James’, 
Evansburg, every Sunday at 10.30 
a. m., Sunday School, 2 p. m. Also 
a service at Royersford at 6 p. m. 
Rev. A. J. Barrow, rector.
St. Luke’s church, Trappe : 
Harvest Home Festival Sunday 
at 10 a. m. Sermon on Law of De­
velopment. Special music and 
elaborate decorations. Publis Mis­
sionary Meeting at 7.45 p. m. at 
which service a special program 
will be rendered. Mid-week service 
on Wednesday at 7.45 p. m. 
Women’s Missionary Society will 
meet in the lecture room Saturday 
at 2 p. m. Junior C. E. Society 
will meet on Saturday at 3.30 p. m.
Trinity Church : Wednesday eve­
ning, prayer meeting, at 7.30 o’clock ; 
at 8.30 o’clock, the Y. P. S. C. E. 
monthly business meeting. Sunday, 
at 8.45 o’clock, a. m., Sunday 
School. Preaching, at 10 o’clock ; 
at 2 p. m. the Juniors C. E. prayer 
meeting, and, at 7.30 o’clock, the Y. 
P. S. C. E. prayer meeting, Miss 
Lizzie Fry, leader.
Communion services at the M. E. 
church, Evansburg, next Sunday at 
10 45 a. in. Rev. John Flint will 
officiate, morning and evening.
Jumped Through a Car Window.
Henry Ketchledge, a patient on 
parole at the State Hospital for tbe 
Insane at Norristown, was being 
brought back Friday night by way 
of tbe Philadelphia and Reading 
Railroad when he jumped through 
the car window of one of the pass­
enger coaches and was instantly 
killed. Ketchledge was a resident 
of Easton and about a year ago be­
came insane. He was an engineer 
by occupation and one week ago 
was paroled, to visit his family. He 
became so violent that his family 
had sent for attendants to bring 
him back. They had reached Ivy 
Rock station, one mile below Nor­
ristown, when the patient made an 
excuse to go to another part of the 
car. While the attendants’ backs 
were turned Ketchledge made a 
quick spring through one of the car 
windows, the sash of which was up 
at the time. As he was going 
through the window his keepers 
canght his heels, but were com­
pelled to release their hold. The 
train was backed and when the 
crew and others reached his side 
they found that his skull had been 
crushed. Tbe deceased was 45 
years of age and leaves a wife and 
family.
A Rurlal Lot Conveyed,
A deed has been recorded for a 
burial lot in Lower Providence 
township, from Francis D. Wetherill 
et al., trustees, to Henry W. Weth­
erill et al., trustees of the Religious 
Association of Free Quakers.
The consideration is nominal, $1, 
and the conveyance is made to 
carry out the provisions of the will 
of Lieutenant Colonel John Macomb 
Wetherill, who died May 16, 1895, 
at Pottsville, and was buried a few 
days later in said burial lot, where 
rest the remains of several members 
of the Wetherill family.
Lieut-Col. M: cimb was born 
February 11, 1828, and was a mem­
ber of the Pennsylvania Constitu­
tional convention of 1873. He also 
served through the war of the Re­
bellion in the Union army. Among 
those buried in this lot are the 
Bakewells, who were former owners 
of the ffroperty.
Col. Wetberill’s will provides for 
a manument over his remains, and 
that the lot shall be conveyed to 
the trustees of the Free Quakers, 
and bequeathes to them $1000, to 
be invested and the interest applied 
to keeping tbe lot in good repair. 
The property is on the Wetherill 
farm, known as Fatiand, a vicinity 
associated with many Revolution­
ary recollections.
The will also provides that the 
remains of those of the Wetherill 
family who are interred in the bury­
ing grounds at Fifth and Arch 
streets, Philadelphia, may be re­




Will be sold’at public sale, on MONDAY, 
SEPT.. 7, 1896, at my residence near the 
«Bgrd&almshpuse, a car-load of fresh VT ^  
JE j ^ cows from Cumberland C o .i iS itr  
This is a lot of good ones. Also fat sheep 
and lambs and a lot of shoats. Cattle de­
livered free of charge. Sale at two o’clock. 
Conditions by
M. P. ANDERSON, Agent. 
W. M. Pierson, anct.
J . M. Zimmerman, clerk.
IS P  Hogs and sheep at private sale after 
Saturday morning, September 5.
P UBLIC SALE OF
OHIO COWS !
Will be sold at public sale, on MONDAY, 
SEPTEMBER 7, 1896, at Bean’s hote1, 
Schwenksvilie, Pa., 40 fresh Ohio 
■NrnL.. cows and springers. These cows 
come up to the average. I  have selected 
them myself and have a fine lot of big, 
straight cows, and large milk producers. 
Farmers and dairymen, don’t fail to attend 
this sale. Sale at 1 o’clock, p. m. Condi­
tions by FRANK SCHWENK.
An Interesting Georgia Rumor, 
From the Blakely Observer.
Is there any truth in the state­
ment that a young lady had a needle 
enter her waist about a year ago 
and that it recently worked its way 
out of the arm of a young man in 
a neighboring town ? It may be 
true.
p  UBLIC SALE OF
OHIO COWS!
Will be sold at public sale on THURS­
DAY  ̂SEPTEMBER 10, 1896, at Shepard’s 
«-TOTPerkiomen Bridge Hotel, one car-load 
J Q L .o f  ®1>i0 c°ws. This is a lot of extra 
fine, heavy cows, the finest I have ever 
shipped. They must be seen to be appreci­
ated. Don’t  miss this sale. Sale at 3 o’clock. 
Conditions by J . G. YANFOS8EN.
L. H. Ingram, auct. H. M. Alderfer, clerk.
p R IV A T E  SALE OF
FRESH COWS!
Will arrive at Sheeler’s hotel, Trappe, on 
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 4,1896, with q fh ik  
a car load of fresh cows and a c a r jg jC ,  
load of fat cattle, to be sold at private sale. 







From the Cincinnati Enquirer.
He fixed a steady glare on the 
grocer and began :
“I bought a chicken of you, after 
asking you if it was a spring chicken 
and being informed by you that it 
was. It was so tough that it turned 
the edge of the carving knife.”
“I did not tell you it was a spring 
chicken,” said the grocer. You 
picked the fowl up and asked me if 
that was what I called a spring 
chicken, and 1 said it was what I 
called a spring chicken. If you 
bad asked me direct if it really was 
a spring chicken, of course my de­
votion to truth would have com­
pelled me to admit that it was noth­
ing of the kind.”
—AND—
WINDOW SCREENS.
To close out our stock for this season, we 
have reduced our Walnut Stained Screen 
Doors to 90 cents, complete with Spring 
Hinges, Hook and Knob.
WINDOW SCREENS : 34 inches high, 
adjustable in width to 35 inch, 30cents each. 
Don’t  fail to fit out all your windows while 
you can get them at this price.
Best Grade Mason Frnit Jars at low­
est market rates.
S H O A T S  !
100 Shoats of fine quality at private T!—v  
I U .....................1, Trappe.sale at Sheeler’s hotel,
TODD & McCLEES.
p U B L IC  SALE OF
Personal Property !
Will be sold a t public sale, on THURS­
DAY, SEPTEMBER 10, 1896, at the resi* 
dence of the undersigned, near the alms­
house, In Upper Providence township, the 
following personal property : OnemsfrOt 
fresh cow, a good milker ; lot o f £ j ^ .  
chickens by the pound ; wheelbarrow, forks, 
hoe, rake, manure hook, scythe, iron wedges, 
ladder 16 feet long. Household Goo^s :—3 
bureaus, 4 cupboards, corner cupboard, meat 
chest, 2 tables, lot kitchen chairs, '3 stands, 
2 large iron kettles, lot of pots, dishes and 
glassware, chest, 2 parlor stoves, wood 
chest, 2 bedsteads, crib, bed qulltB, 2 wash- 
tubs, lard cans, lot of jars, 2 boilers, bask­
ets, buckets, tea kettles, lot of tinware, 
and many other articles not enumerated. 
Sale at 1 o’clock, p. m. Conditions by
CHRISTIAN FEGLEY.
W. M. Pierson, auet.
o
He Voted All Right.
From the Washington Star.
In Kentucky it is necessary for a 
voter to pay a poll tax of $2 in 
order to be allowed to vote. This 
necessitates a campaign fund in 
both parties—in order to enfranchise 
such voters as cannot pay their tax.
At Mount Sterling an old man 
came in and the manager of the 
Republican campaign fund asked 
him if he had voted.
“No ; hain’t got my poll tax paid 
yit,” was the reply. Two dollars 
was given to him and he started for 
the collector’s office. On the way 
he met the Democratic candidate.
“Yoted yet ?” inquired the 
politician.
“No ; hain’t paid the poll tax.”
The candidate produced $2 and 
tbe old man went, paid bis poll tax, 
returned, and voted.
“Well, you voted right,did you ?” 
inquired tbe Republican.
“Yaas. I alius vote as my con­
science dictates. I never ’lows no 
considerations but duty ter influence 
me. I voted as I alius does, the 
straight Prohibition ticket, ter do 
away with rum, an’ drive the cor­
rupt old parties out of the country.”
I .  H .  B e n j a m in  &  Co.
207 Bridge St.,
Phosnixville, Penna,
When in Norristown, Pa.
STOP AT THE
A X O R D IN A N C E
$100 REWARD. $100.
The readers of this paper will be pleased 
to learn that there is at least one dreaded 
disease that science has been able to cure In 
all its stages, and that is Catarrh. Hall’s 
Catarrh Care is the only positive care known 
to themedteal fraternity. Catarrh being a 
constitutional disease, requires a constitu­
tional traatment, Hall’s Catarrh Cure is 
taken Internally, acting directly upon the 
blood and iqucous aur-faces of the system, 
thereby destroying the foundation of the 
disease, and giving the patient strength by 
building up the constitution and assisting 
nature in doing its work. The proprietors 
have so much faith in its curative powers, 
that they offer One Hundred Dollars for 
any case that It falls to cure. Send for li»t 
of testi-monlals. Address F. J . CHENEY 
& CO., Toledo, O. Price 75 cents per 
bottle. Sold by all druggists. Testimonials 
free.
Relating to the Riding o f  Bicy­
cles and Sim ilar Vehicles on 
the Highways o f  the Bor­
ough o f  Collegeville.
B EIT  ORDAINED AND ENACTED by 
the Burgess and Town Council of the Bor­
ough of Collegeville, and it Is hereby or­
dained and enacted by the authority of the 
same :
Section 1 : That it  shall hereafter be un­
lawful within the limits of the Borough of 
Collegeville, for any person or persons to 
ride any bicycle or tricycle or similar vehi­
cle, in, over, along, or through the streets 
and roads of the said borough during the 
night time, unless the said bicycle, tricycle, 
or similar vehicle shall be provided with a 
lighted head-lamp.
Section 2 : That it shall hereafter be un­
lawful within the limits of the Borough of 
Collegeville, for any person or persons to 
ride any bicycle, tricycle or similar vehicle, 
In, over, along or through the streets or 
roads of said borough, unless the said by­
cycle, tricycle or similar vehicle shall at all 
times be provided with a good and suffic­
ient signal bell, which bell shall be rung 
upon the approaching of all street cross­
ings, foot passengers, and vehicles.
Section 3 : That it shall hereafter be un­
lawful within the limits of the Borough of 
Collegeville for any person or persons to ride 
any bicycle, tricycle or similar vehicle, in, 
over or on any of the pavements or side­
walks of the streets or roads of the said 
borough.
Section 4 ; That for the Violation of the 
provisions of any of the aeotions of this ordi­
nance, the person or persons so offending 
shall, upon complaint made before the Bur­
gess ar any Justice of the Peace of the Bor­
ough of Collegeville, be liable and subject 
to a fine of Five Dollars, for each and every 
offense, to be recovered in tbe name of the 
Burgess and Town Council of the Borough 
of Collegeville as fines are now by law col­
lectible for the use of the said borough.
Adopted August 7.1896.
GEORGE Z. VANDERSLICE, 
A ttest: President of Town Council.
J . M. Zimmerman, Town Clerk.
Approved the 12th day of August, A. D., 




Jê ^ F "  First-class Accommodations for Man 
and Beast.
Stabling for 100 horses. Rates reasonable 
Both English and German spoken.
----- oOo——
P. K. Cable, Proprietor.
That Cheese 
Of Ours
8wettzer at 30 cents a pound— 
Genuine imported, the real arti­
cle, has won hosts of friends.





and other choice brands of cheese. 
We make a specialty of Cheese 
and sell only the best at a “ little 
below” regular prices.
Philip  Quillman,
Staple and Fancy Groceries,
DeKalb, ju st below Main St.,
YNTOIFtlR, I S  T  O  W  1ST.
I F  The Daily Register.
Norristown, Fa.,
Is the only dally newspaper In Montgomery 
county supporting the regular Democratic 
candidates for President and Vice-President,
B ryan  & Sewall,
and the platform adopted at the Democratic 
National Convention at Chicago.
The Daily R egister
will be sent to any address in Montgomery 
county from now until one week after elec­
tion for
O IsT IL .'Y  5 0  G E J S T T S .
to




dence township, one mile west of Eagleville 
and one-fourth mile from Ridge road. Pos­
session first day of April, 1897. For particu­
lars inquire of
13au. W. H. MISSIMER.
F<OR RENT !Blacksmith shop for rent ; good trade 
and cash business ; possession given Septem­
ber 1. Located 1)4 mile west of Trappe. 
Apply to or address H. C. HARLEY, 
7-30. Royersford, Pa.
RPHANS’ COURT SALE OF
REAL ESTATE !
By order of the Orphans’ Court of Mont-, 
gomery county, will be sold on the premises,* 
in the Borough of Collegeville, Montgomery 
county, on SATURDAY, OCTOBER 3, 1896, 
the real estate of the late Harriet Godshall, 
deceased, consisting of a FRAME HOUSE 
and lot of land fronting on an old 
road (now vacated) leading from 
the Perkiomen and Reading Turn­
pike to Worrall’s mill, and within 
a few minutes walk of the Collegeville rail­
way station. The'house is 2)4 stories high, 
and is in excellent repair ; garden, fruit and 
shade trees, vines, &c., on the premises. 
A well of good water. This property Is very 
pleasantly located and deserves the atten­
tion of anyone desiring a nice home. Sale to 
commence at 2 o’clock, sharp, when condi­
tions will be made known by
FRANKLIN MARCH, Trustee to Sell.
J. G. Fetterolf, auct.
E XECUTOR’S SALE OF
REAL ESTATE
AND PERSONAL PROPERTY.
Will be sold at public sale on the prem­
ises, on SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 12; '96, 
the following real estate, the property7 late 
of Jonathan Baer, dec’d, on the road leading • 
from Phoenixville to Norristown, one mile 
from the former place. The property con­
sists of a small farm of 16 acres and 
130 perches, with good stone house 
2)4 stories high with frame kitchen 
12x16 ft. attached ; frame barn and 
other .outbuildings. The property lies at the 
intersection of the road leading from Port 
Providence to Collegeville, adjoining lands 
of Thos. Batley, Levi Clymer and JohnlMc- 
Glenn. There is a neverfatling well of good 
water at the door, a number of fruit tiees 
on the premises and the land is In a. high 
state of cultivation.
Also, at the same time and place, will be 
sold the following personal property : One 
lot wagon, hay ladders, fallingtop buggy 
(nearly new), flynets, fence making tools, 
pick, grubbing hoe, clock, arm chair, large 
chest, bureau, looking glass, bedstead, bid­
ding, horse blanket, carpet, chair cushions, 
horse pistol and other articles. Sale to com­
mence at 2 o’clock, when conditions will be 
made known by
JOS. FITZWATER,'Executor.
F i r e  t a x  n o t ic e  iThe Members of the Perkiomen Valley 
Mutual Fire Insurance Company, of Mont­
gomery county, are hereby notified that a 
tax was levied August 6, 1896, of $ 1 60 on 
each one thousand dollars for which they 
are insured, to pay losses sustained. Pay­
ment will be made to the collectors, or to the 
Secretary at his office at Collegeville.
Extract from the Charter :—“.And if any 
member of the Company shall refuse or neg­
lect to pay his or her assessment within 40 
days after the publication of the same 20 per 
cent, of the assessment will be added there­
to, and if payment be delayed for 50 days 
longer then his, her, or their policy shall 
have become suspended until payment shall 
have been made."
The 40 days’ time for payment of said tax 
will date.from September 3,1896.
Seep. A. D. FETTEROLF, Secretary.
T H O S E  -
Mezzo Tints,
T hose Mezzo Tints.
Are in active demand. They are 
faithful photographs, finished 
in the highest style of the art.
A steady stream of patronage 
attests the pleasure we have 
given our patrons. Bring the 
children. We pride ourselves 
on “ taking" the little ones.
G E O .  W .  D A Y ,
Photographer,
DeKALB, Just Above Main S t , 
NORRISTOWN, PA.
B OROUGH TAX.
that he will receive Borough Tax for 1896, 
at his office, Collegeville. An abatement of 
one per cent, per month will be allowed on 
all taxes paid previous to December 31,1896, 
and a penalty of five per cent, added to all 
taxes remaining unpaid after that date.
A. D. FETTEROLF, Borough Treasurer.
Collegeville, Pa., July 27,1896.
WANTED SALESMEN !We want one or two men in each 
County to take orders for nursery stock, and 
are willing to pay well for good work. We 
agree to REPLACE FREE anything that 
dies from natural causes.
We also have a choice line of SEED 
POTATOES. Give us a trial.
THE HAWKS NURSERY COMPANY, ' 
3sep4m ' Rochester, N. Y.
c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c  
c  For the whole family £
Lively Liver, Pure Blood, Beautiful ^  
Complexion, Perfect Health in Q
^  CURE ~  
CONSTIPATION ̂  
C  N E V E R  G R I P E  ^
p  i r k  N E V E R  S I C K E N  P
^  I O C  N E V E R  W E A K E N .  ^
P  Purely vegetable, eat like candy, never fail to induce a natural action of 
v  the stomach, liver and bowels. Absolutely guaranteed to cure constipation
C or your money refunded. 10, as or 50c. All druggists. Sample and book free.. Address THE STERLING REMEDY CO., CHICAGO OR NEW YORK, iso 'c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c
DEPARTMENT OF AfiRICULTUEE.
NO-TO-BAC G U A R A N T EED  T O BA C C O  H A B IT
Over 1,000,000 boras sold. 800,000 cares prove Its power to destroy thedeslre for tobacco In any 'WRRW' 
form. No-to-bac is the greatest nerve-food in the world. Many gain 10 pounds in 10 days ana i t  never fails to make the weak impotent man strong, vigorous and magnetic. Just try a dox. you will be de­lighted. We expect you to believe what we say, for a cure is absolutely guaranteed by druggists every-
SOLD AND GUARANTEED BY Your Ow n Druggist.
TO HREED BETTER HORSES.
R A IL R O A D S .' 
PERKIOMEN RAILROAD.
Passenger trains leave Collegeville Sta­
tion as follows:






. .  6.44 a. m. 
. .  7.52 a. m. 
. 12.42 p. m. 
. .  4.05 p. m.







. .  8.06 a. m. 
..9.06 a. m. 
. .  3.17 p. m. 








....................... . .  8.55 a. m. , . .  7.42 p. m.
iS E H H U  COLLEGE!
of BUSINESS, Incorp., 
N o r r i s t o w n , p a . i 
NINTH COLLEGIATE YEAN.
1 A PROGRESSIVE SCHOOL,
WITH PROGRESSIVE TEACHERS, 
FOR PROGRESSIVE TIMES. 
We secure desirable positions for ( 
1 a greater per cent, of our pupils than ( 
\ any other school.
F. L  HALLMAN, President.
A. J. SCHISSLER, M. A., Principal. I
[
32d Year.
A representative American Business 
School for both sexes.
RECORD BUILDING,
917-919 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.
THOMAS MAT PEIROE, A.M..PLD.,
Founder and Principal. 
1865-1896,
A Systematic Business Training




S h o r t h a n d  a n d  t y p e w r it in g , 
E n g l is h .
The whole constituting an Ideal Combination.
Graduates Cheerfully Assisted to Positions.
Visitors welcome, especially during school 
hours, day or evening sessions.
Call or write for School Literature.
BAT SESSIONS, '96-’97, begin Monday, Auguri 31,1898, 
MIGHT SESSIONS, Mondi?, September II, 1896.
-^ C O L L E G E V IL L E ^
Carriage-i-Works!
R .  H .  G R A T E R ,  P r o p ’ r .
G r e a t l y  R e d u c e d  P r i c e s  i n  B u s i ­
n e s s  W a g o n s  D u r in g  t h e  A n* 
t itrn ii M o n th s .  N ew  D e ­
s ig n s  a  .S p e c ia l ty .
A full line of repair material always on 
hand and work promptly executed.
A se to f good wheels with steel tire on, 
boxed and painted, ready to run, for $10.00 
up, according to size.
Our $7.00 jobs of painting give entire sat­
isfaction ; as good as others at $10.00. 
Terms cash.
HAVE NOW IN STOCK :
451bs. Cbas. S. Caffrey track sulky, in good 
order. Light road or track cart, nearly new. 
Palo Alto driving buggy, something fine. 
Ladies’ phaeton, just been painted. Two- 
seated open wagon. Light market wagon, 
part new. Light express wagon. Closed 
milk wagon body with glass, in good order. 
These wagons will be sold very cheap.
ARE YOD A SUFFERER
Are you suffering pain and distress due 
to hemorrhoids (bleeding piles) ; or the 
intolerable aggravation and pain of Itching 
(or blind) piles ? or any rectal disease ? If 
so, then lose no time In securing both
Relief and Cure!
No matter how long standing your case is, 
Ifthereisno cancer involved, your case is 
curable. Call on or address :
DR. B. H. MARKLEY,
19 South 9th Street. READING, PA.
T ^ E A D  A N IM A L S  R E M O V E D .
^ 3  '¿¡pfe 3 ?
All calls promptly attended' to. Tele­
phone messages paid. Don’t' send orders by 
letter. Send orders by P o s t a l  C a r d  o r  
T e le p h o n e  which will be delivered at 
once. Highest prices paid for old horses, fat 
hogs, etc. Horses killed in 10 seconds or less. 
Will give 5 gallons of light or dark oil to the 
person from whom I receive the fattest 
animal between August 1 and April 1, next.
Also 5 gallons of oil to the person from 
whom 1 receive the most stock in the same 
time.
GEO. W. SCHWEIKEB, Sklppack, Pa.
Best in
________ JjP the World
▼ Its wearingqualitiesare unsurpassed, actually out-
♦  lasting th r e e  boxes of any other brand. Not af-♦ looted by beat. AST Get the Genuine* 
4 4 4 4  FOR BALE BY ALL DEALERS. 4 4 4




Furniture W arero o m s!
W e  H a v e  N e v e r  B e f o r e  S h o w n  S o
L a r g e  a  L in e  o f  F n r n i t n r e  a t  
S o  U t t l e  C o s t .
Latest Style Bedroom Suits, varying in 
prices from $12 up.
Our 8-piece Suits for $20 and $22, $24 and 
$26, are be&ntles and well worth coming to 
see.
Parlor Suits in Plush, Brocatelle, Silk 
Tapestry, and Walton Rug.
A Pretty and well-made Parlor Suit for $15.
We have just received a lot of Dining­
room Chairs, Rockers, Lounges, Couches, 
Hall Racks, and Fancy Book Cases, at 
prices that surely cannot fail to suit the pur­
chaser.
A fine line of Sideboards from $5 up.
We carry t full line of Rugs, Carpet 
Sweepers, Chamber Sets, Fancy Lamps, Efln- 
ner and Tea Sets.
Bed Springs of all Styles and Prices.
We have at present a fine stock of Mat­
tresses on hand, at prices that will astonish 
you ; also different Grades of Feathers.
We have never before sold carpets at such 
a sacrifice.
Best Ingrain Carpet at 50c. Other grades 
at prices to correspond.
Window Shades of all descriptions. We 
sell a good shade, spring roller, for 25c.
Picture Frames made to order.
Repairing and upholstering all kinds of 
furniture promptly attended to. Goods 
delivered free.





White and Yellow Pine, and Hemlock
L U M B E R ,,
Various grades, dressed and undressed.
SHINGLES, split and sawed.
P IC K ETS, CEDAR AND CH ESTN U T 
RAILS.
L e h ig h  and Schuylkill
COAL. -  -  GOAL.
F L O U R ,
Corn, -  Bran, -  Middlings,
OATS, LIN SEED  MEAL,
AND CAKE MEAL.
Shoemaker’s Phosphate, and others. Harri­
son's Town and Country Paint,—second to 
none in the market. Also Harrison’s Rough 
and Ready Paint,—a cheap durable paint 
for bams and fencing.
HUMPHREYS’
No, 1 Cures Fever.
No. 2 “ W orms.
No. 3 “ Infants’ Diseases.
No. 4 “ Diarrhea.
No. 7 “ Coughs.
No. 8 Cures Neuralgia.
No. 9 “ Headache.
No. IO “ Dyspepsia.
No. 11 “ Delayed Periods.
No. 12 “ Leuchorrea.
No. 13 Cures Croup.
No. 14 “ Skin Diseases.
No. IB “ Rheumatism.
No. 16 “ Malaria.
No. 19 “ Catarrh.
No. 20 Cures W hooping Cough 
No. 21 “ Asthma.
No. 24 “ General Debility,
No. 26 “ Sea-Sickness.
No. 27 “ Kidney Diseases.
No. 28 Cures Nervous Debility. 
No. 30 “  U rinary Diseases
No. 32 “ H eart Disease.
No. 34 “ Sore Throat.
No. 77 “ Colds and Grip.
D b . HoifPBuEitTg* H omeopathic Manual 
op D iseases Mailed F bee .
Small bottles of pleasant pellets, fit the vest 
pocket. Sold by druggists, or sent prepaid upon 
receipt of price, 25 cents, except Nos. 28, ana 82 
are made $1.00 size only. Humphreys’ Medi­
cine Company, 111 William St., New York.
HUMPHREYS* 
WITCH HAZEL OIL
"T H E  PILE OINTMENT."
For Piles—External or Internal, Blind or Bleedings 
Fistola In Ano; Itching or Bleeding of the Rectum* 
The relief is immediate—the cure certain.
PRICE, 60 GTS. TRIAL SIZB, 25 0T8.
gold by Druggists, o r  cent post-paid on receipt of price. 
BGXFURKYS’ KKD. CO., I l l *  113 WlMaa»8t., IXWYOBS
9 9 0 -
PRICES REDUCED
-----AT-----
: Davis’ Blacksmith Shop:
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Four new shoes, any style qr shape, 
on for 99 cents.
4-16 J .  £ . D A V IS .
THE PROBABLE EFFECT OF THE 
TROLLEY INVASION.
That prices of horses went down 
is no indication that there will not 
in the future be a demand for 
horses at good prices. The supply 
of horses for u-e on the street rail­
roads in cities was quite up to the 
demand and when the trolley lines 
displaced the horse lhe market re­
ceived a sudden nlovv, the results of 
which are well known. Farmers 
who were breeding horses disposed 
of their uiares and gave up the 
business. When a colt is foaled it 
does not reach the market for from 
three to five years, hence it is some­
what slower to adjust the demand 
and supply again compared with 
other stock. Cattle are not subject 
to the same drawbacks as horses, 
as they enter into the food supply, 
and the market can quickly recover, 
owing to the ready means of dis­
posing of the surplus, but horses 
can only be disposed of for certain 
purpbses, their number being re­
duced by natural causes, and 
gradually. Every year the surplus 
will be less, and as fewer horses are 
now being raised, the normal condi­
tion of the horse market will soon 
be reached.
The horse of the future will be of 
better quality. Before the agitation 
of the subject of good roads heavy 
horses were required, in order to 
move loads. Speed is now more 
desirable, and lighter horses will be 
preferred. The ox-team is better 
adapted for rough roads than a 
team of borscs, and there was a 
time when a yoke of oxen could be 
found on every farm, but oxen are 
slow, hence farmers willingly sacri- 
fied them in order to use the 
speedier horse, and as the roads 
gradually improved the horse sup­
planted the ox. That is just the 
position in which the Percheron 
and Clydesdale horses stand to-day. 
Ten years ago they were in the 
lead, but the French coach, Cleve­
land bay and hackney are taking 
their place, because the roads are 
becoming better, and more speed is 
required in moving loads. Farmers 
.who could not before move their 
produce to the railroad stations 
during the winter, when the roads 
were bad, are now using the wide 
tire wagons and quick horses. The 
cost of transporting an article to 
market depends largely upon the 
length of time required, and the 
profit must be made by reducing 
both the time and labor.
Good roads will increase the de­
mand, because more vehicles can be 
used, where before they were im­
possible. The bicycle may displace 
the horse to some extent, but there 
are uses for the horse in which be 
has no competitor, and it may be 
added that the large army of 
^bicycle riders is not recruited from 
those who used horses entirely. 
The bicycle has been the cause of 
better roads and thus increased the 
uses for the horse, which will be 
apparent in a few years, as the 
driving horse will appear on the 
scene with more speed. Farmers 
who take a gloomy view of the out­
look for horses should not overlook 
the fact that the colts have not had 
time to grow since the depression 
in prices, and that horses will for a 
time become scarcer. There is a 
profit for the farmer who will raise 
colts of superior quality. I t is not 
necessary to attempt to breed fast 
trotters, but it is essential that only 
meritorious sires be used. The de­
mand will be largely in favor of 
family driving horses, and for horses 
of medium size, which are adapted 
for general work on the farm, with 
quick action on the road,arther than 
for heavy horses, with slow move­
ment, and horses can be raised 
cheaper in tbe East than they can 
be transported from tbe far West.
PROGRESSIVE FARMING.
When a farmer has a theory it 
indicates that he is a thinker and is 
willing to advance in his system of 
farming. It is right to test all 
theories, but it should be done in a 
limited manner. Every farmer 
should have an experimenting plot 
for testing fruits and vegetables,’ as 
those adapted for one farm may not 
be suitable for the next.
Every new implement invented 
adds to tbe progress of the country. 
Even with tbe labor now in tbe 
country it would be difficult to 
grow all that we need but for the 
assistance of improved labor-saying 
appliances, and the farmer who cjoes 
not avail bin>se}f of their use will 
farm at loss.
Plum trees do not giye a profit 
every year, but some years .they 
seem to throw their efforts into an 
abundance of fruit, much depending 
on the conditions. The trees are at 
times so overloaded that the 
branches hang. It is then that by 
picking off one-half the fruit a 
larger profit will be made. This 
fail the trees should receive a liberal 
dressing of wood ashes, which wilt 
be of great advantage to the trees 
next spring.
In the market stalls of England 
the carcasses of sheep and lambs 
are exposed with the skin left on 
the legs, which is done to convince 
customers that such meat is from 
mutton breeds, especially the South- 
down, which have black legs. Such 
bi'e^l^ as merinos and Cots wolds
are not so readily salable as the 
Downs breeds. In this counjtrj’ our 
markets should have the same rule, 
which would lead to better breeds 
for mutton and draw a line between 
the mutton and wool breeds of 
sheep.
The fields that have been in millet 
are probably now mowed, and the 
weeds are destroyed. Now is the time 
to plow such fields and sow crimson 
clover seed. The clover will be 
high enough next spring to be 
turned under for corn. It is a 
ready way to procure nitrogen with­
out purchasing it. In other words, 
grow the nitrogen for your next 
year crop by the use of crimson 
clover.
Working for next year is in order 
by keeping a sharp lookout for the 
weeds. It is the weed that goes to 
seed which does the damage.
Farmers become discouraged 
when thistles get possession of a 
field, as the labor of extermination 
is costy. Kill them with growing 
crops thai, require constant culti­
vation. Begin with early potatoes 
and destroy the young thistles as 
soon as they put their heads above 
ground. When tbe potatoes are off 
put iu turnips. The thistles will 
become fewer every years.
Do not buy cheap pure-breed 
males. Look for quality always. 
The object in improving is to give 
greater value to the stock and this 
is best effected by using superior 
sires. Results are sometimes un­
satisfactory because the farmer was 
indisposed to invest a sufficient 
sum to accomplish his object. It 
saves time and money to start with 
the best.
Low prices serve to educate the 
farmers, as adversity compels them 
to seek new channels through which 
to derive profit, tbe result being 
that the scrub animal will be de­
posed from the farm. He becomes 
worthless when bis feed costs more 
than can be derived from him, and 
low prices will thus impress facts 
which are too apparent to be 
ignored.
Sheep will find something on 
almost any field, and will not allow 
a single young weed to escape. They 
are valuable as scavengers and a 
few sheep should be kept on every 
farm.
The farmer in making war on in­
sects should learn to distinguish 
friends from foes. Many insects 
are destroyed when engaged in the 
work of preying on the kinds that 
damage crops. Birds should also 
be protected, especially wrens, which 
will build their nests and multiply 
on the farm if suitable boxes are 
provided for them with openings 
too small for the entrance into the 
boxes of sparrows!
Thousands of bushels of apples 
go to waste every year which could 
be dried or evaporated if proper 
provision eouid be made for so 
doing. It may be added, also, that 
while tbe market may be well sup­
plied with vinegar it is not always 
an easy matter to procure good 
vinegar that has been made from 
cider.
Wire fences have been productive 
of great benefit to farms as they 
do not abound in fence corners as 
is the case with rail fences. As the 
rail fences vanish there are fewer 
propagating places for weeds.
Truck farms when well managed, 
and which are located near large 
cities, give large receipts. As much 
as $1000 an acre has been derived 
in gross returns, but farms which 
pay so well are worked almost by 
the square inch, and are made to 
produce crops by the forcing pro­
cess. It is not possible for inex­
perienced persons to make large 
profits, but the fact that some 
gardeners can succeed is encourag­
ing to those who aim to increase 
their receipts by better systems of 
farming.
About 13 per cent, of solids 
should be the rule with milk. The 
average of butter fat in milk is said 
to be about 3.60 per cent. It is 
possible to improve on this. Tbe 
breed and the feed will always in­
fluence the prqportion of butter fat, 
and managers of creameries now 
value the milk for the butter fat 
rather than for the quantity.
Brains in business rank above tbe 
capital invested, and capable men 
receive large salaries. Farming is 
a business, and should be conducted 
on a business basis.
THE
FARM NOTES.
The Maine station cautions 
Rg^ipst the importation of danger­
ous weed seeds ip foreign wppde, 
It has discovered two such weeds 
brought into that State.
Wheat ground should be broken 
eeveral weeks before seeding, so it 
will have time to settle.
Don’t allow the fariP machinery 
to lie out in the sun and rain. It 
will pay in dollars apd cents to pro­
tect them from the elements,
CONSTIPATION
and biliousness cured- Thomas R, Clark, 44 
Franklin 8treet, Watkins, M, Y., says — 
“ When I feel bilious or constipated, I take
DR. DAVID KENNEDY’ S
FAVORITE REMEDY
and it cures me at once.”  In Scrofula, Sait 




The cheapest and best 
newspaper this side of 
the Rocky M ountains; if 
it were to go out of exist­
ence humanity w o u l d  
move along a b o u t  as 
usual, and the sum of joy 
and the sum of human 
sorrow would be about 
the sam e!
AND YET
The INDEPENDENT is 
worth every penny that 
it costs; it gives value 
for value received and 
the mental food that it 






To mere quantity and 
not quality,
IT WOULD BE ACTU­
ALLY DEAR AT 
ANY PRICE !
Those who have read 
the INDEPENDENT for 
twenty years will tell you 
that it does its level best 
to advocate right and 
oppose wrong!
It won’t  always please 
you ; it can’t  always 
please you any more than 
you can always please 
yourself.
If you are not a reader 
of the INDEPENDENT, 
become one, and give it a 
fair, intelligent t r i a l !  
Then your judgment will 
tell you all about it.
If you are a reader, ask 
your friend or neighbor 
to do as you are doing. 
You can certainly never 
lose anything by doing a 
good thing.
The INDEPENDENT 
believes in honest goods, 
honest money, honest 
purposes and h o n e s t  
action.
Subscribe for the IN­
DEPENDENT, $1 ,2  5 
per year in advance!
As an advertising med­
ium the I N D E P E N ­
DENT occupies a front 
place in the procession. 
Rates furnished upon ap­
plication,
All kinds of Job Work 
executed in a» satisfactory 




B A U G H ’ S
t a rL O W E S T
COMPLETE PHOSPHATE
THE GENERAL CROP CROWER
K" i IL8 $ 2 0  Per Ton in Bags.
FR E E  on board car or boat at Philadelphia* 
DISCOUNT—$1.00 p e r  T o n  f o b  C a s h . 
D EALER8W AN TED  
ZSf" Send for prices and all information.
I I I  CROP g r o w e r
GUARANTEED ANALYSIS:
1% A m m on ia ,
7%  A va ilab le  P h osp h oric  Acid, 
196 A ctu a l Potash.
Note the following from the Pennsylvania 
State Board of Agriculture. Sample No. 549.— 
B augh’s G en era l Crop Grower* Select­ed at Gettysburg, Pa.:
Ammonia,
Available Phosphoric Acid, 
Insoluble “ “
Total “ «
Potash, - - -
1.26% 
8.84: «4 ».8T “ 
11*71 “ 
1.45 “
COMMERCIAL VALUE PER TON* $24.45.
M ANU FACTURED ONLY BY
BAUCH & SONS CO M PAN Y,
lddresi, 20 8. Delaware Ave. WORKS: Foot of Morris to Moore Sts. P H IL A D E L P H IA *
SPE C IA L
POTATO MANURE
HIGHLY RECOMMEHDED AND ENDORSED.
A ctu a l P o ta sh  - - - - - 10 to 11 por et.
Salable and Precipitated Phosphoric Acid, 6 to 6 M 
Amai on la, -  • • - • ■ • 9 to' 2J^ “
C om m ercial V a lu e  p e r  T on , $ 8 4 .4 5 . S end fo r  P r ic e
Animal Bone $25 Phosphate
THIRTY-THIRD COHSECUTIVE SEASON.
oultuinAnalyste by f t .  Board of Agric re, Deo. 2, 1805: Ammonia, -- - • 9.41 perAvailable Phoepborle Aeid, 8.90 “Insoluble Fhoaphorie Aeid, 4.06 *Potash, • - - 1.05 * Commercial Vaine per Ton, $28.89.
PURE RAW BONE MEAL.
BONE AND POTASH COMPOUND. 
DOUBLE EACLE PHOSPHATE.
GENUINE NOVA SCOTIA LAND PLASTER. 
(AINIT, MURIATE POTASH, NITRATE SODA, ETC.
HIGH GRADE ACID PHOSPHATE
14 to 16 per cent. Available Phoepborle Acid.
Send for PRICES and all INFORMATION.
ROBERTS MACHINE COMPANY,
C O L L E G E V IL L E ,




-----  THEY ARE -----
U N E X C E L L E D
Communicate with ustbe­
fore placing your order for 
a heater elsewhere.
No matter how small or 
large your requirements are, 
we can meet them.
3  SCHOOL DAYS ARE H ERE£
Tbe sound of tbe old school bell peals forth Its sweet strains of music 
announcing the school days of 1896-97.
While the boys were enjoying their vacation, we were hard at work 
making preparations to clad them with School Clothes.
Mothers, we’ll say to yon, it’s about time to look around and see 
what is needed for the Boys. Probably John ’ill need a New School 
S a it; Henry a pair of Pants or W aist; George a Hat or Cap. Why not 
bring them along and see what Special Bargains we are offering in School 
Suits at
Also Strictly All-wool Knee Pants at 50c. and 75c-; Others that are One-
half Wool at 25c.
PANTS
SALE SECOND EDITION. PANTSSALE
We made a purchase this week of over 500 pairs of Pants which 
were never made to sell for less than $3 to. $3.50. but purchasing the lot 
enables us to sell them at the ridiculously low price of
$1 .98; BOYS’ OF SAME MATERIAL, $1.75.
oooooooooooooo
ADVETRISERS OF FACTS :
A .  W e i t z e n k o r n  &  S o n s ,
Store for the Light Purse Buyers,
Car or Toll Fare Paid to Purchasers. PottStOWIl P a .
The Norristown Title, Trust and Safe Deposit Co.-Capital i $ 2 5 0 ,0 0 0
Main and DeKalb Sts., Norristown, Pa.
J O H N  W . L O C H , F r e s ’t .  F .  G . H O B S O N , T r e a s u r e r  a n d  T r u s t  O ffic e r .
PAYS 3 PER CENT. Interest on Time Deposits. PAYS 2 PER CENT. Interest on Active 
Accounts. Acts as Executor, Trustee, Guardian, Assignee, Committee, Receiver, Agent, and in 
all trust capacities. Becomes Surety for those acting in, fiduciary relations. Insures Titles to Real 
Estate and mortgages. Insures certified general searches. Rents Boxes in burglar proof vaults. 




M arble <* G ranite,
PLAIN AND ARTISTIC DESIGNS, 
—GO TO—
H. L. SAYLOR, COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
All work guaranteed and prices the lowest; call and be convinced.
Enterprise • Marble - Works.
| g ^  H . E . B R A N D T , Proprietor.
Monuments, Tombstones,0F
(Successor to D. T. Buckwalter.)
ITALIAN OR AMERICAN MAR­
BLE OR GRANITE,
In the Finest and Latest Designs, at Low Figures.
Every description of CEMETERY WORK, COPING, GALVANIZED RAILING, &c., 
promptly executed.
All stock on hand, including Fine Monuments and Tombstones, will be sold at 
a sacrifice to make room for new work.
H. E. BRANDT, - ROYERSFORD, PA
J 0 I Ï  L, BECHTEL,
m FU R N ISH IN G  ■
Undertaker *  Embalmer
COLLEGEVILLE, p a .
Orders entrusted to my charge wi]l receive 
tbe most careful and painstaking attention. 
22an-
No r r i s t o w n  h e r a l d  b o o kB IN D E R Y . Binding, Job Ruling, Perforating, Paging, Numbering, Blank 
Books for Banks and Business Houses, given 
special attention. Magazines bound and and 
repairing done quickly and cheaply. Esti­
mates cheerfully furnished. Address,
MORGAN R. WILLS, Proprietor.
JOHN S. KEPLER,
U ndertaker -  Em balm er
TRAPPE, PA.
My past experience at the business hav­
ing proven satisfactory to those whom I have 
served, I feel encouraged to continue my 
efforts in the same direction. With a feel­
ing of much appreciation for favors received 
in the past, I hope to merit the future patron­
age of the public.
¡gp'W ill meet trains at all Stations. Or­
ders received by telephone or telegraph. 9 5
y t o t i c e  i
AN Threshing and feed cutting done at 
short notice and upon reasonable terms by 
THEO. M. CASSELBERRY, 







For Information and free Handbook write to 
MUNN & CO., 361 Broadway. New York. 
Oldest bureau for securing patents in America. 
Every patent taken out by us is brought before 
the public by a  notice given free of chargo in thefdfntiiif Jlmericau
Largest circulation of any scientific paper In the 
world. Splendidly illustrated. No intellii 
man should be without it. Weekly, $3,C I 
year; $1.50 six months. Address, MUNN & CO,. 
P ublishers, 361  Broadway* New York City*
l genl ,00 fi
HELLO, WE’RE ON TOP !
Home-Made Bread
Is th e  BEST!
Try a Nice Pie ; some Cream Puffs. Our 
Layer Cake, at 15c. per pound, is fine. 
ICE CREAM, any flavor, every day in the 
year. Brick Form a specialty. Let us Bake 
your Wedding Cake.
We Are Up-to-Date Caterers.
ADDRESS U S :
Royersford, - - Penna.
BT’ CALL AGAIN.
Harvey K. Moyer
And Dealer in 
the best
B e e f ,  V e a l  &  M u t t o n .
Visits Collegeville, Trappe, and vicinity on 
Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday mornings 
of each week. Thankful to the public for 
past favors he invites continued patronage. 
Highest cash price paid for calves.
3sap. HARVEY K. MOYER.
G r e a t  S la u g h te r  i n  P r ic e s  !—For 
the next 30 days I will reduce Hand-made 
Harness to Factory Prices. Any one order­
ing harness in the next 30 days may have the 
benefit of these prices,—everything else in 
proportion. Blankets, Saddles, Bridles, Boots, 
Whips, Stable Brooms, Combs, Brushes, etc.
Also a lot of choice grade Cigars. Box 
trade a specialty.
W. E. JOHNSON, 
PROVIDENCE SQUARE, PA-
J U S T  R E C E IV E D
NEW PROCESS
COAL OIL STOYES !
S a fe , R e l ia b le ,  a n d  L ow  in  
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Endorsed by Dr. Wm. R. D. Blackwood, ¿2 
Philadelphia, as the best Whiskey for invalids*
P A T E  N T S ,
Caveats and Trade Marks obtained, and all 
Patent Business conducted for MODES ATM 
FEES. Our office is opposite the U. 8. Pat­
ent Office, We have no sub-agents, all busi­
ness direct, hence can transact patent busi­
ness in less time and at less cost than those 
remote from Washington.
Send model, drawing, or photo, with de­
scription. We advise if patentable or not, 
free of charge. Our fee got due till patent 
Is secured. A book, “ How to Obtain Pat­
ents,’’ with references to actual clients In 
your State, county, or town. Address 
C. A. SNOW & CO.,
Opposite Patent Office. Washington, T). O.
DR. LOBB’S BOOK FREE
To afi sufferers of E R R O R S OF YOUTH. 
LOST VIGOR and DISEASES OF MEN AND WOMEN. 208 pages; cloth bound ; se­
curely sealed and mailed free. Treatment by mall 
ftrictly confidential, and a positive, qnick cur« 
guaranteed. No matter how long standing, I 
will positively cure you. Write or calL
DR I DRR 329 N-l5th St. Phila.Pa.W ile  b v U U  30 years’ continuous practices
THE KEELEY CURE
The abpve in  the past fifteen years has 
eurefi over 200,000 either p f Liquor or Mor* 
phipe Diseases. The U. S. Governm ent uses 
the cure for the old soldiers. Hundreds have  
b.een cured in  Philadelphia and vicin ity. In 
Oxford, Pa. alone over 20 have been cured* 
For full particulars call on or address T h e  
Keeley Institute, 819 N, If road StM I‘hUu,
Who can think 
of some simple 
thing to patent?Wanted-An Idea
Protect your ideas; they may bring you wealth. 
Write JOHN WRDDERBURN & CO.-, Patent Attor­
neys, Washington, D. C.,for their $i,p'" offer 
and list of two hundred Inventions v
